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ABSTRACT 

 

The Application of Bel Canto Principles to Violin Performance 

Vladimir Dyo 

Doctor of Musical Arts 

Temple University, 2012 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Dr. Charles Abramovic 

 

Bel canto is “the best in singing of all time.” Authors on vocal literature (Miller, 

Celletti, Duey, Reid, Dmitriev, Stark, Whitlock among others) agree that bel canto 

singing requires complete mastery of vocal technique. The "best in singing" means that 

the singer should possess immaculate cantilena, smooth legato, a beautiful singing tone 

that exhibits a full palette of colors, and evenness of tone throughout the entire vocal 

range. Furthermore, the singer should be able to "carry the tone" expressively from one 

note to another, maintain long lasting breath, flexibility, and brilliant virtuosity. Without 

these elements, the singer's mastery is not complete. In addition, proper mastery of bel 

canto technique prolongs the longevity of the voice. 

For centuries, —emulating beautiful singing has been a model for violin 

performers. Since the late Renaissance and early Baroque periods, a trend toward 

homophonic style, melodious songs, and arias had a tremendous influence on pre-violin 

and violin performers, and even on luthiers. 

The earliest known four-stringed violins created by Andrea Amati, and Gasparo 

da Saló in the sixteenth century already possessed a tone that resembled the qualities of a 

human voice. 
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Today, it has become more difficult to differentiate the tone of one violinist from 

another. The individual quality of the singing tone, which was the hallmark in violin 

playing of the golden age of Ysaye, Kreisler, Heifetz, Menuhin, Oistrakh etc. has 

deteriorated.  

The purpose of this monograph is to analyze the fundamental principles of bel 

canto and to apply these principles to violin performance. Teachers, students, and 

performers will find practical ideas to improve or solve various aspects of violin playing. 

I will focus primarily on tone production and tone formation (breathing, 

resonance, vibrato etc.), tonal shading (messa di voce), and range (blending positions). 

Through understanding the bel canto principles of singing and applying those principles 

to violin performance, one would have more means to give the tone its distinctive 

qualities.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Bel canto is “the best in singing of all time.” 1 Authors on vocal literature (Miller, 

Celletti, Duey, Reid, Dmitriev, Stark, Whitlock among others) agree that bel canto 

singing requires complete mastery of vocal technique. The “best in singing” means that 

the singer should possess immaculate cantilena, smooth legato, a beautiful singing tone 

that exhibits a full palette of colors, and evenness of tone throughout the entire vocal 

range. Furthermore, the singer should be able to blend the tone expressively from one 

note to another, maintain long lasting breath, flexibility, and brilliant virtuosity. Without 

these elements, the singer's mastery is not complete. In addition, proper mastery of bel 

canto technique prolongs the longevity of the voice. “Bel canto does not apply to just one 

stylistic era, nor is it a single way of using the voice or a specific set of stylistic 

conventions. Rather, it is based upon certain irreducible vocal techniques that set it apart 

from other kinds of singing. These techniques can be adapted to a wide variety of musical 

styles from several historical epochs without losing their integrity as fundamental vocal 

principles.” 2 

Even though the term “bel canto” was not clearly defined until after the 1900s, it 

generally refers to the Italian vocal style that originated during the Baroque period and 

                                                
1 Weldon Whitlock, Bel Canto for the Twentieth Century (Milwaukee: Pro Musica Press, 1968), 

ix. 
 

2 James Stark, Bel Canto: A History of Vocal Pedagogy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1999), xxv. 
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flourished in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Quoting Whitlock, “the Bel Canto 

technique, if completely mastered, will enable them [singers] to withstand the rigors of 

performing all kinds of music.” 3 The highest goal of the bel canto singer was not only to 

astonish the listener with brilliant virtuosity, but primarily to affect the listener with the 

beauty of tone and expression. Marek writes that Pacchierotti 4 [1740-1821] was able to 

“profoundly” move even the least sensitive listener. On one occasion, the orchestra could 

not continue because the orchestra musicians were “all in tears.” 5  

For centuries, —emulating beautiful singing has been a model for violin 

performers. Since the late Renaissance and early Baroque periods, a trend toward 

homophonic style, melodious songs, and arias, had a tremendous influence on pre-violin 

and violin performers, and even on luthiers. Boyden points out that “the violin in its 

earliest stages served two principal functions: to play for dancing or entertainment and to 

double vocal music literally or to accompany it.” 6 The construction of the true four-

stringed violin, and especially its tonal qualities, gave a performer greater freedom of 

expression. 

The earliest known four-stringed violins created by Andrea Amati and Gasparo da 

Saló in the sixteenth century already possessed a tone that resembled the qualities of a 

                                                
3 Whitlock, 15. 

 
4 Gasparo Pacchierotti was considered the greatest singer of his time. His musicality, taste, 

intelligence, originality, and ability to communicate musical content with sincerity and mastery placed 
himabove his contemporaries.  
 

5 Dan H. Marek, Singing: The First Art (Lanham: The Scarecrow Press, 2007), 21. 
 

6 David D. Boyden, The History of Violin Playing from its Origins to 1761 and its Relationship to 
The Violin and Violin Music (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), 50. 
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human voice. The violins of Andrea Amati's school founded in Cremona, and of Gasparo 

de Saló's school in Brescia, are unsurpassed in the beauty of their tone; their instruments 

illuminate “all the colours of the sound prism.” Perhaps the search for true vocal tone 

encouraged Andrea Amati, and later Gasparo da Saló, to experiment and design an 

instrument that ideally emulates the human voice. Hence, one may conclude not only that 

performers were striving to produce a tone analogous to the human voice, but that the 

luthiers who supplied the performers did so, as well. According to Boyden, the fourth E 

string was added to the early three-stringed violin for its “characteristic soprano 

qualities,” and its “especially attractive” register. “The French called this string la 

chanterelle.” 7 In the article, “Violin,” Boyden and Walls describe the qualities of the 

violin in these terms: 

The violin is one of the most perfect instruments acoustically and has 
extraordinary musical versatility. In beauty and emotional appeal its tone 
rivals that of its model, the human voice, but at the same time the violin is 
capable of particular agility and brilliant figuration, making possible in 
one instrument the expression of moods and effects that may range, 
depending on the will and skill of the player, from the lyric and tender to 
the brilliant and dramatic. 8  

 

Throughout history we find similar expressions by various scholars and 

musicians. One of the earliest accounts is found in Tinctoris' De Inventione et Usu 

Musicae, dated 1487. Tinctoris illustrates what pre-violin instruments were capable of if 

performed by a “skillful artist”: 

                                                
7 Ibid., 32. 

 
8 Boyden, et al. "Violin," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,  

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.temple.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/41161pg1(accessed 
March 10, 2012). 
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At Burges, I heard Charles take the treble and Jean the tenor in many 
songs, playing this kind of viola so expertly and with such charm that the 
viola has never pleased me so well. And I am similarly pleased by the 
rebec, my predilection for which I will not conceal, provided that it is 
played by a skillful artist, since its strains are very much like those of the 
viola. Accordingly, the viola and the rebec are my two instruments; I 
repeat, my chosen instrument, those that induce piety and stir my heart 
most ardently to the contemplation of heavenly joys. For these reasons I 
would rather reserve them solely for sacred music and the secret 
consolations of the soul....9 

 
Several decades later, in Il Fontegara (1535), Ganassi wrote that the human voice 

is superior to all musical instruments, and thus the instrumentalists should “endeavor to 

learn from it and imitate it.” According to Ganassi, an instrument is capable of imitating 

the human voice in its expression, shading of tone, and even sound as if spoken. 10 

Perhaps the “skillful” performance by Charles and Jean “pleased” Tinctoris “so well” due 

to their ability to reflect the expressiveness and shading of the human voice. 

In 1640, Doni writes “how truly marvelous is the nature of the violin,” and 

remarks on its distinctive qualities that coincide with Tinctoris' and Ganassi's 

descriptions. Doni points out that the violin emulates the human voice not only in song, 

but also in speech. He continues, “when the adept hand comes to manage it, that it is a 

thing of wonder.” 11  

 

                                                
9 Anthony Baines, “Fifteenth-Century Instruments in Tinctoris’s De Inventione et Usu Musicae” 

The Galpin Society Journal 3, (March 1950): 24-25. 
 

10 Rebecca Schaefer Cypess, “Biagio Marini and the Meanings of Violin Music in the Early 
Seicento” (PhD diss., Yale University, 2008), 1. 
 

11 Ibid., 1-2. 
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A century later, Geminiani, in his 1751 treatise The Art of Violin Playing, wrote: 

The intention of music is not only to please the ear, but to express 
sentiments, strike the imagination, affect the mind, and command the 
passions. The art of playing the violin consists in giving that a tone that 
shall in a manner rival the most perfect human voice.... 12  

 
In an interview with Frederick Martens (published in 1919), Ysaye expressed that 

the “listener delights in a singing violin tone more than anything else” and recalled one of 

the most important aspects of violin playing often spoken by the prominent violinist and 

composer Henri Vieuxtemps (1820-1881): “Pas de trait pour le trait—chantez, chantez! 

(Not runs for the sake of runs—sing, sing!).” Ysaye continues, “too many of the 

technicians of the present day no longer sing. Their difficulties—they surmount them 

more or less happily; but the effect is too apparent, and though, at times, the listener may 

be astonished, he can never be charmed.” 13  

           Celletti is fascinated by the fact that singers and instrumental performers during 

the late Renaissance and early Baroque periods “tended to buttress and support one 

another, each side acting as a spur to the imagination of the other;” and writes that “on 

the instrumental side, the human voice is declared to be the model to be followed.” 14 

These historical accounts suggest that the aesthetic of singing tone was the primary goal 

of “skillful artists” and “adept players” over the centuries. 

                                                
12 Francesco Geminiani, The Art of Playing the Violin (London: 1751), 1. 

 
13 Frederick H. Martens, Violin Mastery: Interviews with Heifetz, Auer, Kreisler and others 

(Mineola: Dover Publications, Inc., 2006), 4-5. 
 

14 Rodolfo Celletti, A History of Bel Canto (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 3. 
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           Today, it has become more difficult to differentiate the tone of one violinist from 

another. The individual quality of the singing tone, which was the hallmark in violin 

playing of the golden age of Ysaye, Kreisler, Heifetz, Menuhin, Oistrakh etc. has 

deteriorated.  

The purpose of this monograph is to analyze the fundamental principles of bel 

canto and apply these principles to violin performance.  I will focus primarily on tone 

production and tone formation (breathing, resonance, vibrato etc.), tonal shading (messa 

di voce), and range (blending positions). I will refer to the most important bel canto 

treatises written by Pier Francesco Tosi and Giovanni Battista Mancini as well as 

Brown's collection of Giovanni Battista Lamperti's thoughts on singing, and Marafioti's 

Caruso's Method of Voice Production. The latter author is a professional laryngologist, 

who closely investigated Caruso's singing technique, receiving high approval for his 

work from Caruso himself, and from other legendary singers such as Emma Calvé, Galli-

Curci, and Titta Ruffo. 15 I will also refer to the works of four scholars—Duey, Monohan, 

Fields, and Burgin—who summarized various concepts of vocal pedagogy from 1600 to 

1971, and other available articles, books, and dissertations related to bel canto style and 

vocal technique. 

From the violin repertoire, I will discuss the ideas and exercises of Martin Pierre 

Marsick, Yehudi Menuhin, Ruggiero Ricci, and Eduard Schmieder. These four violinists 

have stressed important aspects that directly reflect the principles of bel canto technique 

and have provided practical exercises, which are absent from the major “traditional” 

                                                
15 Mario P. Marafioti, Caruso’s Method of Voice Production: The Scientific Culture of the Voice 

(New York: Dover Publication, Inc., 1981), 166-167. 
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violin methods, developed by such pedagogues as Carl Flesch, Ivan Galamian, and 

Leopold Auer, among others. Lastly, I will transform related exercises from vocal 

literature into original exercises for violin that will extend the ideas of “old technique” 

advocated by Marsick, Menuhin, Ricci, and Schmieder. Hopefully this monograph will 

enable violinists to enhance their tonal palette and contribute toward the finding of their 

individual voice in violin performance. Through understanding the bel canto principles of 

singing and applying those principles into violin performance, one would have more 

means to give the tone its distinctive qualities.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

UNDERSTANDING FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF BEL CANTO TECHNIQUE 
AND ITS ANALOGY AND APPLICATION TO VIOLIN PERFORMANCE 

 
 
The power in the breath is the bow.... The abdomen is the hand, the diaphragm the 
fingers. 

                                                                                     —Giovanni Battista Lamperti, Vocal Wisdom 
 

In the human voice, the pressure of the breath is the motive power which sets in vibration 
the vocal cords, and thus acts like the bow of the violin.  
                                                                                          —William Shakespeare, The Art of Singing 

 

Basic Function of the Vocal System 

The elements of bel canto principles (immaculate cantilena, smooth legato, and a 

beautiful, singing tone exhibits a full palette of colors and evenness throughout the entire 

vocal range) are the result of the balanced (correct) function of the vocal mechanism 

controlled by one’s will and intuition and only achieved through meticulous training.  

The production of the singing voice relies on three fundamental principles: 16  

1. The moving power (lungs, respiratory muscles, bronchial tubes, and trachea) 
2. The producing power (larynx and its muscles, cartilages, and vocal chords) 
3. The resonating power (pharynx, mouth, and the chamber of resonance). 

 
These are common in all musical instruments. However, Ware separates organs of speech 

into a separate category—“articulation.” 17 

                                                
16 Marafioti, 60. 

 
17 Clifton Ware, Basics of Vocal Pedagogy: The Foundations and Process of Singing (Boston: 

TheMcGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., 1998), 53. 
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 According to Ware, the “moving power” is a system of respiration: “the muscles 

and organs of breathing act in coordination to control the inhalation and emission of air, 

the fuel for vocal tone.” The “producing power” is a phonation: “the larynx, or voice box, 

consists of folds, muscles, ligaments, and cartilages that coordinate airflow, which 

vibrates the vocal folds [cords] to produce a fundamental 'buzz-tone.” For “resonating 

power...combined resonance cavities, principally the throat, mouth, and nose, act as 

acoustical secondary vibrators for enhancing the fundamental buzz-tone.” 18 Marafioti 

describes three steps in voice production as follows: 

All of these organs above described are parts of one single apparatus, 
which is formed by a long tube going from the mouth to the lungs, called 
the vocal apparatus. [1]This apparatus has the mission of producing and 
carrying the breath from the lungs to the vocal cords, [2]which puts them 
into vibration and produces the sounds. [3]From the vocal cords the 
sounds are carried, by the breath, to the mouth, where they are 
transformed into voice, and to the resonance chambers, where they get 
their full resonance. 
The resonating power, however, is not represented by the resonance 
chambers alone, but by all the cavities of the entire body....19    
 

 
Principles of the Vocal System in Violin Performance 

Comparing the vocal system to the system of violin playing, I find that the 

principles described above are analogous. The bow (column of air or breath), drawn upon 

the strings (vocal cords) puts the strings into vibration, and produces the sounds. The 

sound finds its full resonance in the body of the violin (chamber of resonance), and 

shapes into a tone through vibration of the left-hand fingers (articulator)—“acoustical 

secondary vibrators for enhancing the fundamental buzz-tone.”  

                                                
18 Ibid., 54. 

19 Marafioti, 65-66. 
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Marafioti wrote, “there is no difference between a laryngeal sound and a violin 

sound; but there is a decided difference between the violin sound and the human voice in 

its real characteristics, as the former has no power to produce phonetic elements—

words.” 20 Ware also states that the human voice is “the only natural instrument equipped 

with an articulator.” 21  

Marafioti's comparison and Ware's statement are correct if one compares a 

laryngeal sound and a violin sound—indeed, there is no difference. However, the purpose 

of this monograph is to explore the idea of producing “phonetic elements” that would, 

hopefully, lead a violinist to the road of finding his/her own personal “voice” playing the 

violin, going beyond mere sound. I recall seeing a Russian television show in the 1990's, 

—where a prominent Russian violist, Yuri Bashmet, shared a story of his youth. He said 

that he wanted to make his instrument speak the word “mama,” and at one point in his 

practicing his mother came out of the kitchen and asked whether he had called her. I 

vividly remember this episode, because after watching the show, I was trying to do the 

same.   

According to Ganassi and Doni “it is possible with some players to perceive, as it 

were, words to their music....” and emulate the human voice “not only in song...but [also] 

in speech itself....” 22 Menuhin said, “Kreisler's playing was infinitely precious to me. It 

told me of everything that was still to come: of Vienna, of cities I have never visited, of 

                                                
20 Marafioti, 70-71. 

 
21 Ware, 54. 

 
22 Cypess, 1-2. 
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courtships as yet unknown.” 23 Listening to the recordings of old masters including 

Kreisler, Elman, Heifetz, and Menuhin, one may indeed “perceive, as it were, words to 

their music.”    

 
Fundamental Principles of Tone Production 

 
 
A. Respiration System 
 

In the respiration system, the lungs, bronchial tubes, trachea, diaphragm, and 

abdomen are the fundamental organs. The lungs serve as storage for the air. Bronchial 

tubes and the trachea serve as channels through which the air passes. The diaphragm 

“coordinate[s] movement of contraction and relaxation, which, in connection with the 

movement of the other muscles of respiration, establishes the mechanism of breathing by 

enlarging and reducing the chest and lungs to their normal position.” 24 The diaphragm is 

“the single most important muscle in the process of inhalation and is responsible for 60 to 

80 percent of increased volume.” 25 The abdomen or the “abdominal wall ('belly') 

muscles are used for expiration and to support or steady the tone when speaking or 

singing....” 26  

The right hand and the bow play the role of the "respiration system" in violin 

playing. The bow functions as the air column (the breath), which is controlled by the 

                                                
23 Robin Daniels, Conversations with Menuhin (Camberwell: Futura Publications Limited, 1980), 

26. 
 

24 Marafioti, 60-62. 
 

25 Ware, 78-79, 81. 
 

26 Ibid. 
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right hand (abdomen, diaphragm). The upper arm, forearm, elbow, wrist, and fingers of 

the bow-arm function similarly as lungs, diaphragm, and abdomen by coordinating and 

balancing various movements, pressure, and speed of the bow. 

Timely contraction and relaxation of particular muscles and fingers are 

indispensable factors in balancing the function of the bow-arm and the formation of tone. 

Giovanni Battista Lamperti gives an excellent illustration on the correct function of the 

muscles: 

Relaxing a muscle is beneficial only to educate and discipline outermost 
muscles to do their part in a process. Otherwise it is weakening to the final 
output. It is co-action, not non-action, that causes controlled effort to feel 
effortless (Brown commented that 'Lamperti did not intended his pupils to 
relax while singing or breathing, but to accumulate the outermost energy 
and then to release it, as demanded by word and tone'). 27 
 
Elasticity is considered the most important state of the muscles. Lamperti points 

out the importance of the “state of elastic tension” of muscles and calls it “tonicity.” 28 

Tetrazzini wrote, “certain young singers take in an enormous breath, stiffening every 

muscle in order to hold the air, thus depriving their muscles of all elasticity.” 29 Muscle 

fatigue caused by the “interruption in the muscle's blood supply (and therefore an 

interruption in the oxygen supply)” is a result of stiffness. 30 By stiffening the muscles, 

the blood loses its ability to circulate freely, and “in the absence of oxygen, the muscle 

                                                
27 William Earl Brown, Vocal Wisdom: Maxims of Giovanni Battista Lamperti. Edited by Lillian 

Strongin, (New York: Arno Press, 1957), 29-30. 
 

28 Ibid., 41. 
 

29 Enrico Caruso, and Luisa Tetrazzini, Caruso and Tetrazzini on the Art of Singing (New York: 
Dover Publications, Inc., 1975), 14. 
 

30 Naomi E. Balaban, and James E. Bobick, The Handy Anatomy Answer Book (Detroit: Visible 
Ink Press, 2008), 103. 
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cells begin to produce lactic acid, which accumulates in the muscle. The lactic acid 

buildup lowers pH, and as a result muscle fibers no longer respond to stimulation.” 31  

Unfortunately, many students and professional violinists hold their bows with a 

stiff bow-arm and fingers. This “hinders the vibrations” of the bow and, consequently, the 

strings lose their natural vibration. As a result, the natural flow of the bow, obstructed by 

stiff muscles, looses its fluent quality affecting tone production. 32 To prevent stiffness 

and premature muscle fatigue in violin playing, Eduard Schmieder suggests maintaining 

muscles in a state of periodic motion. For instance, if one feels that the left shoulder 

becomes stiff due to a static position, one might slightly move the violin upward, 

downward, right or left to allow the stiffening muscles to receive sufficient blood supply. 

Such an approach would help maintain blood circulation and elasticity, and enable the 

muscles to function correctly.  

Understanding natural principles of the respiration system would lead violinists to 

a different and more natural approach in sound production, helping to achieve greater 

tonal quality. The design and function of the vocal organs allow vocalists to 

spontaneously vary density and speed of the air column (breath) in order to obtain a 

variety of shading in tone production. It was not until 1780s when Francois Tourte 

perfected the design of the bow that violinists were able to achieve full balance and 

absolute control over the pressure and speed of the bow. Emulating bel canto singing 

became closer to reality. However, the violinists had to experiment for a few centuries 

with various kinds of bows to get closer to the desired tonal quality.  

                                                
31 Ibid. 

 
32 Marafioti, 79. 
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During the Baroque period, great violinists such as Corelli, Locatelli, and Somis 

were content with their short bows. Others such as Veraccini, Leclair, and Tartini were 

experimenting and searching for improved designs and used longer bows. It should be 

noted that both short and long bows were in use during Corelli's time, though short ones 

were more common (long bows were called “solo or sonata bows”). 33   

The Tourte-model bow enabled performers to produce a stronger tone and 
was especially well suited to the sustained cantabile style dominant in the 
period of its inception. Its ability to make smooth bow changes with the 
minimum differentiation, were required, between slurred and separate 
bowing brought the later 'seamless phrase' ideal nearer reality. A normal 
straight bow stroke, with the index-finger pressure and bow speed 
remaining constant, produced an even tone throughout its length because 
the shape and flexibility of the stick enabled the index-finger pressure to 
be distributed evenly. Variation of this pressure, bow speed, contact point, 
type of stroke and other technical consideration provided the wider 
expressive range so important to contemporary aesthetic ideals, in which 
the element of contrast, involving sudden changes of dynamic or long 
crescendos and diminuendos, played a significant role. 34  

 
The celebrated Luis Spohr considered Tourte’s bow as “the best and most esteemed” for 

its “trifling weight with sufficient elasticity of the stick..., beautiful and uniform 

bending..., [and] extremely accurate and neat workmanship.” 35 

Caruso's beautiful singing was based on a careful and intelligent distribution of 

his breath. “He always employed only the exact amount of breath required for producing 

each tone, and no more; and this was responsible for his...remarkable legato, and his 

                                                
33 Robert E. Seletsky, “New Light on the Old Bow,” Early Music 32, No. 2 (2004): 291. 

 
34 Robin Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola: A Practical Guide (Cambridge: Cambridge 

Univerersity Press, 2001), 46. 

35 Louis Spohr, Spohr’s Grand Violin School, section IV. Edited by U. C. Hill (Boston: Olivier 
Ditson, 1852), 9. 
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long-sustained tones.” 36 Marafioti characterizes this method as “the fundamental law—

the minimum of energy for the maximum of efficiency.” 37 Fucito, Caruso’s coach and 

accompanist, wrote that Caruso’s “manner of inhalation, to be sure, supplied him with 

ample motive power; but this reservoir of power would have been of indifferent effect 

had he failed to make use of every particle of the outgoing column of air.  It was this 

perfect control over the emission of breath, so that no air should be exhaled 

unproductively, that enabled Caruso to attain his unique mastery of tone production.” 38  

Other fundamental aspects of Caruso’s tone production included “a complete absence of 

strain of any sort” and a simultaneous start of “the emission of the singer’s breath and the 

attack of the tone.” 39 According to Fucito, “this is the first secret of a beautiful, round, 

musical tone.” 40 Violinists can apply Caruso's fundamental principle of tone production 

by utilizing each millimeter of the bow (free of scratchy, whistling, and empty sound) 

into a resonant and pure tone in any dynamic level, length of the note, and speed of the 

bow. The beginning of each tone should have a clean and distinctive quality. An even, 

steady flow of the tone ought to be produced “naturally, easily, and comfortably.” 41 This 

approach would establish a basis for a true singing tone.  

                                                
36 Marafioti, 5. 

 
37 Ibid., 75. 

 
38 Salvatore Fucito, and Barnet J. Beyer, Caruso and the Art of Singing (New York: Frederick A. 

Stokes Company Publishers, 1922), 127. 
 

39 Ibid., 127-128. 
 

40 Ibid., 128. 

41 Enrico Caruso, and Luisa Tetrazzini, Caruso and Tetrazzini on the Art of Singing (New York: 
Dover Publications, Inc.), 1975, 10.  
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Leopold Mozart wrote about keeping the tone focused not only in loud dynamics 

but also in soft. He warned against whistling tone, which is the result of “slipping [the 

bow] loosely” upon the strings. The tone must always be of “good, even, singing...round 

and fat” qualities in any dynamic level.42 He emphasized the importance of evenness of 

tone as a fundamental element in tone production, and wrote that “great pains should be 

taken to obtain evenness of tone...maintained at all times...” and added, that “everyone 

who understands even a little of the art of singing, knows that an even tone is 

indispensable.” 43 

 
B. Resonance 
 
           Marafioti writes, “Resonance is the most important factor in voice production.” 

Furthermore, “it furnishes to the voice volume and quality, and emphasizes its loudness.” 

The author considers that “to rely on resonance rather then on force is essential for 

producing a big and pleasing voice.” 44 Other vocal authorities (Case, Greville, and 

Muckey) add that “the full use of resonance” (even of a small voice), properly applied, 

contributes not only to economization of the breath, but also to a greater projection of the 

tone. A small voice with resonance will carry farther than a big voice without one. 45  

 

 
                                                

42 Leopold Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, translated by 
Editha Knocker (Oxford: Oxford University Press), 100.  

43 Ibid. 

44 Marafioti, 100. 
 

45 Brent Jeffrey Monahan, The Art of Singing: A Compendium of Thoughts on Singing Published 
Between 1777 and 1927 (Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1978), 104-105. 
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A wide range of definitions of resonance can be found in the following authors:  

1. Ried: “A spontaneous reinforcement and amplification of tonal 

vibrations....” 46  

2. Apel: “Resonance is the transmission of vibrations from a vibrating body 

to another body.” 47 

3. Webster: “Resonance is the intensification and enrichment of a musical 

tone by means of supplementary vibration...and the result of synchronous 

vibrations that blend with the initial pulsations issuing from a generator of 

sound.” 48  

4. S. Marchesi: “Resonance is caused when a sounding body communicates 

its vibrations to another body...in other words, the second body is thrown 

into co-vibration with the first body.” 49 

5. N. Erdmann-Chadbourne: “Another term for power is resonance or the carrying of 

the voice. Volume and strength of voice are synonyms for resonance. Power is 

born where the prime or primary tone, also known as the fundamental, issues 

                                                
46 Cornelius L. Reid, A Dictionary of Vocal Terminology: An Analysis (New York: Joseph 

Patelson Music House Ltd., 1983), 315. 
 

47 Willi Apel, Harward Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, 1969), 726, quoted in John Carroll Burgin, Teaching Singing (Metuchen, NJ: 
The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1973), 80. 
 

48 Robert O. L. Curry, The Mechanism of the Human Voice (Longmans Green, NY: 1940), 42, 
quoted in Victor Alexander Fields, Training the Singing Voice: An Analysis of the Working Concepts 
Contained in Recent Contributions to Vocal Pedagogy (Morningside Heights, NY: King’s Crown Press, 
1947), 129. 
 

49 Salvatore Marchesi, A Vademecum for Singing-Teachers and Pupils, (New York: G. Schirmer, 
1902), 27, quoted in Brent Jeffrey Monahan, The Art of Singing: A Compendium of Thoughts on Singing 
Publlished Between 1777 and 1927 (Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1978), 102. 
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from the vocal organ and is transmitted by the extrinsic muscles of the resonator 

to the sounding boards, re-toning tissues, or resonant cavities. This action causes 

the production of partials, harmonics or overtones in the sounding boards. The 

result is a multiplication, reenforcement, or amplification of the primary or 

original tone. Actually it is a case of re-toning or co-vibration.” 50 

 Summarizing these statements, resonance could be described as a simple but 

essential principle—vibrations upon vibrations. According to Marafioti, “the sounds, as 

produced by the vocal cords [alone], are weak and colorless, but when magnified by the 

resonance [“supplementary vibrations”] furnished by the laryngopharyngeal and oral 

tube, plus the resonance chambers and body cavities, they become larger in volume, 

stronger in loudness, and of softer quality.” 51 Similarly, strings, whose vibratory waves 

do not transmit into the chamber of resonance (body of the violin), produce a “weak and 

colorless” sound, as the violin does with a metal practice mute. 

Scientifically, a tone produced without resonance is a simple sound; with 
resonance it becomes a compound or complex sound. The original sounds 
produced by the vocal cords are simple, made up of vibrations of limited 
sounding power. They become complex when enriched with the 
resonating power of the body cavities which gives them timbre, volume, 
and loudness...the human body, in all its cavities, acts as a big resonator of 
the voice....52 
 
 
 

                                                
50 Norma Jean Erdmann-Chadbourne, and Ellis Chadbourne, The Art of Messa di Voce Scientific 

Singing (Harrison, NY: Messa di Voce Foundation for Scientific Singing and Speech, 1972), 128. 

51 Marafioti, 101. 
 

52 Ibid., 101-102. 
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Vibrating waves of strings transmit in both directions. Consequently, not only 

does the body of the violin serve as a resonator to the strings but so does the bow as well. 

The vibrations of the bow stick enhance the sound with supplemental resonance, 

enriching the quality of tone. In fact, certain bows of superb quality contribute toward 

increased sound and crisp articulation, while other bows enhance the tone with 

mellowness and warmth. Stiffening the muscles of the bow-arm and fingers obstructs 

secondary vibrations of the bow stick to co-vibrate freely with the primary vibrations. As 

a result, the tone loses its projection and becomes brittle, limiting its essential quality—

resonance. Menuhin advises to “hold the bow so lightly, that we can feel the vibrations of 

the string in the stick.” 53 Capet’s view enriches Menuhin's suggestion by describing the 

following principles of the bow-string-fingers relationship: 

In order to obtain a resonant and flexible quality of sound, it is not enough 
that the bow press on the string; it must penetrate it, so that it possesses it. 
For that it is necessary to add to the vertical pressure—which is due to the 
resilience of the stick on the hair—a sort of horizontal flexibility, which 
increases the sensitivity of this pressure. We must require of each finger of 
the right hand an infinitely more subtle control than the simple pressure of 
the entire hand...54 
 
To achieve greater sensitivity of the bow grip and pressure control, Capet advised 

practicing a Roulé bow stroke by rolling the stick “from one side to the other between the 

thumb and middle finger...” This exercise was designed to shift pressure of the fingers 

and stick “from one side to the other on the hair.” Such an approach allows “the deepest 

penetration of the strings and develops the fingers' subtlety of control of the stick.... The 
                                                

53 “Yehudi Menuhin Violin Tutorial - 4. Right Hand Playing,”  [n.d.], video clip [from BBC’s 
"Violin: Six Lessons with Yehudi Menuhin," part 4], accessed March 17, 2012, YouTube, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJhbnzP72Yk&feature=youtu.be.   
 

54 Lucien Capet, La Technique Superieure de L’Archet, edited by Stephen B. Shipps, translated by 
Margaret Schmidt (Maple City, MI: Encore Music Publishers, 2004), 28. 
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goal is...to develop sensitivity to the pressure on the strings.” 55 To achieve “deepest 

penetration,” Spohr advised not to tighten the bow too much, but in a way that the stick 

would touch the hair if placed in the middle of the bow with a medium pressure.56 

Keeping the fingers sensitive and elastic on the bow would benefit every performer. To 

maintain the inner vibration or pulsation of the bow, which helps to produce full and 

resonant tone, I find the following exercise very useful. First, tighten the bow according 

to Spohr; then, on a sustained tone (employing the entire bow) apply and release pressure 

of the bow with the index finger in the manner as shown in figure 2.1. For the best result, 

the bow hair should not be detached from the string; therefore a slight, permanent 

pressure should be always maintained. 

                 

 

Figure 2.1. 

 

Leopold Mozart was the first known author to offer similar, loud-soft alteration 

exercise.57 This exercise could be executed as shown in example 2.1 according to 

Fischer,58 and 2.2 according to Dounis. 59  

                                                
55 Ibid., 29. 
 
56 Spohr 1852, section IV, 10. 

 
57 Leopold Mozart, 99.  
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Example 2.1. Simon Fischer, Basics, ex. 78.  

 

        

Example 2.2. Demetrius Dounis, The Violin Players’ Daily Dozen, op. 20.  

 

a) 

 

 

b) 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                            
58 Simon Fischer, Basics: 300 Exercises and Practice Routines for the Violin (London: Peters 

Edition Limited, 1997), 54. 
 

59 Demetrius Constantine Dounis, The Violin Players’ Daily Dozen: Twelve Fundamental 
Exercises for the Left hand and the Bow, Op. 20, in The Dounis Collection, (New York: Carl Fischer, 
2005), 243-244. 
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Vocal authorities agree that stiffening of muscles and organs prevents the natural 

flow of breath, leading to a poor tonal quality that lacks resonance. Moreover, chronic 

stiffness leads to voice deprivation. Similar concerns apply to violin performers. Singers 

and violinists should maintain elasticity of the muscles and a balanced function of the 

whole body in order to create a resonant tone. 

 

C. Timbre 

A timbre or tone color is another indispensable characteristic of the voice. 

According to Miller, “Voice being, like instrumental tone, a co-mixture of fundamental 

and overtones...although vocal tone originates within the larynx, it sets the resonance-

cavities into sympathetic vibration, and these produce the harmonics that give the 

fundamental tone its timbre.” 60 Fundamental tones that lack overtones are harsh and 

unable to project. On the contrary, “the dominating intensity of the overtones over the 

fundamental tone causes an emptiness in the voice, which is the result of thin, small 

vibrations.” 61  

Courvoisier, in “The Joachim Method,” called overtones “resultant and difference 

tones,” and gave a scientific description based on Helmholtz and Tyndall: 

The union of two tones, under certain conditions, produces other tones in 
the air, which are distinct from the primaries concerned in their 
production. These tones are, in general, called resultant tones; the most 
audible one of them is called the difference tone, because of its law, which 
is, that it corresponds to a rate of vibration equal to the difference of the 
rates of the two primaries. The difference tones of consonants are always 

                                                
60 Frank Ebenezer Miller, Vocal Art-Science and Its Application (New York: G. Schirmer, 1910, 

94-95, quoted in Brent Jeffrey Monahan, The Art of Singing: A Compendium of Thoughts on Singing 
Publlished Between 1777 and 1927 (Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1978), 111. 
 

61 Marafioti, 109-110. 
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consonant to both tones employed in their production. Consonant intervals 
produce difference tones according to the following scheme: An octave, 
it's own fundamental tone (barely perceptible); a fifth, the lower octave of 
its tonic (to be observed in tuning); a fourth, the second octave below of 
its upper tone; a major third, the second octave below of its tonic; a minor 
third, the second octave below of the major third; a major sixth, the fifth 
below of its fundamental tone; a minor sixth, the major sixth below of it's 
fundamental tone (see table 2.1). 62 

 
 
 

 
 

Table 2.1. 
 

 
           Courvoisier advises the player “to test these intervals by listening for the resultant 

tones, whenever they come in double stops,” and “in melodic steps...if possible, sound 

them together, or call to his assistance another violin.” 63 One must note, that in order to 

produce these overtones, the fundamental tones must be perfectly in tune.  

A beautiful quality of tone depends upon the following indispensable 
conditions: (1) Pure intonation; (2) the vertical position of the bow on the 
string; (3) equality in the progress and pressure of the bow. Pure 
intonation excites the sympathetic vibrations of all consonant (resultant) 
tones. It causes the instrument to vibrate to the utmost possible degree, 
thus contributing to the roundness and sonority of the tone. The vertical 
position of the bow insures the production of the greatest possible volume 
of tone. Finally, all purity and elasticity of tone result from equality in the 

                                                
62 Karl Courvoisier, The Technique of Violin Playing: The Joachim Method (Mineola: Dover 

Publications, Inc., 2006), 21-22. 
 
63 Ibid. 22. 
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progress and pressure of the bow. There are two kinds of equality of 
bowing, namely, absolute and relative. Absolute equality depends upon an 
even pressure of the bow throughout the entire duration of the tone; 
relative, upon a gradual increase or diminution of such pressure. 64 
 

Beriot’s account of the production of beautiful tone reflects similar ideas of the previous 

and his contemporary generations of violin performers and pedagogues. Therefore, 

interpretations of a composition of any period should rely on the beautiful quality of 

singing tone (unless the music or a composer requests a specific sound). Resonance and 

overtones are two indispensable factors in correct tone production. 

 
D. Vibrato: As an integral feature of tone formation 
 

The vocal tone is a result of primary and supplementary vibrations. Ried 

described four basic types of vibrations: 

1. Free vibration, in which a vibrator moves freely within an elastic 
system until its energy is dissipated by friction, heat, or the pull of 
gravity; 
 

2. Maintained vibration, in which the energy dissipates by friction or 
gravity is replaced by an independent source so that the original 
vibration continues at its own natural frequency (e.g., the spring of a 
clock); 
 

3. Forced vibration, in which 1) a vibrator imposes its natural frequency 
on that of a rigid but resilient surface (e.g., the sounding board of a 
piano or the violin), and 2) a vibrator either dominates or is dominated 
by an adjacent resonating system, in which case the resultant 
frequency will represent a compromise between that natural to each 
had they been vibrating independently, and  

 
4. Sympathetic vibration, in which the natural frequencies of both the     

vibrator and the resonator are identical. 65 

                                                
64 Charles de Beriot, Method for the Violin, part 2, translated by George Lehmann (New York: G. 

Schirmer, 1906), 2.  
 
65 Ried, 393. 
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Various types of supplementary vibrations contribute to the volume, timbre, and 

individual quality of the voice. Based on Negus, Fields describes five “structural aspects” 

of the larynx and their importance in transmitting laryngeal vibrations (vibratory energy) 

through its “extrinsic muscles” into “outlying structures” of the body (“the temporal bone 

of the skull, the roof of the mouth, chest walls and ribs, tongue, and the spinal vertebrae 

and shoulder blades”), and writes “such supplementary vibrations considerably augment 

the volume and also influence the quality of phonated tone.” 66 Negus, as well as 

Marafioti, emphasize the significance of the whole body and agree that “the human body 

functions as a complex vibrator of sound during the act of phonation.” 67 We can come to 

the conclusion that the voice, with its tonal qualities, is a result of various types of 

vibrations and that the vibratory process is the foremost principle in voice production.  

 
The [vocal] vibrato is a healthy, natural and essential part of the singing 
voice. It serves to give life, vibrancy and buoyancy to the tone and helps 
the singer to move smoothly from note to note in legato passages. It is not 
an attribute to be cultivated; it will be manifest in itself when the voice is 
correctly produced and the tone is alive and free. It consists of a rapid and 
regular, though very slight, variation in pitch above and below the mean 
pitch of the note. During the vibration of the vocal cords in the production 
of a tone an undulating upward and outward movement of the free inner 
edges is observed. This causes a slight rising of the pitch, and as the vocal 
cords return to their normal position there is a slight lowering of the pitch. 
Thus when a tone is sustained there is a regular and rapid fluctuation of 
pitch either side of the mean pitch, creating a pulsation responsible for 
flexible tone production. 68 

                                                
66 Victor Alexander Fields, Training the Singing Voice: An Analysis of the Working Concepts 

Contained in Recent Contributions to Vocal Pedagogy (Morningside Heights, NY: King’s Crown Press, 
1947), 123-126. 
 

67 Ibid. 
 

68 Keith Falkner, ed. Yehudi Menuhin Music Guides: Voice (London: MacDonald & Co, 1983), 
22. 
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In violin playing, the fluctuation of the distal phalanges causes the pitch 

“undulating upward and outward [downward]” above and (mainly) below the main pitch. 

The fluctuation of the distal phalanges is initiated either by the wrist, or the wrist and arm 

movements. Violinists of the Golden Era were able to control freely the width and speed 

of vibrato employing finger, wrist, and elbow independently or in combination. 

Unfortunately, in present pedagogical practice the careful and thorough study of vibrato 

is neglected. Siegfried Eberhard’s comprehensive study reflects the “old school” vibrato 

technique without using the shoulder rest. According to Eberhard, vibrato should be 

executed using a finger initiated by the hand. The arm should be isolated from the hand 

and fingers, and should not be used. 69 Vibrato technique with the use of the shoulder rest 

relies upon the arm movement, and therefore is less efficient (though some violinists are 

able to create a beautiful but limited in variety vibrato). In most cases, such vibrato is 

executed with a stiffened wrist; consequently, one is unable to vibrate each note easily. 

The vocal vibrato is equivalent to timbre that enhances phonation in all well-

trained singers and is an essential element in expressing one's emotions. 70 Well-trained 

singers of the Renaissance period “could alternate straight tones and tones with vibrato at 

will.” 71 Undoubtedly, Baroque and Classical period singers were also able to switch 

between vibrato and non-vibrato tones easily.   

                                                
69 Siegfried Eberhardt, Violin Vibrato: Its Mastery and Artistic Uses, translated by Melzar Chaffee 

(New York: Carl Fischer Inc., 1911), 23. 

70 Victor Alexander Fields, Training the Singing Voice: An Analysis of the Working Concepts 
Contained in Recent Contributions to Vocal Pedagogy (Morningside Heights, NY: King’s Crown Press,
 1947), 110. 
 

71 Virginia Sublett, “Vibrato or Nonvibrato in Solo and Choral Singing: Is There Room for Both?” 
Journal of Singing 65, No. 5 (May/June 2009): 540. 
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Many writers and performers of the 18th and 19th centuries, such as Leopold 

Mozart, Baillot, Spohr, David, and Joachim, restricted the use of vibrato. 72 On the other 

hand, Marsenne, Geminiani, and violinists of the Franco-Belgian and Russian schools 

(except Auer) advocated its regular and continuous use. 73 Perhaps vibrato that distorted 

the tone was a subject of restriction. Achille Rivarde (a student of Wieniawski and 

Dancla) pointed out four types of defective vibrato: 

[1] A vibrato which interferes with purity of intonation and labors about 
like a ship in distress at sea produced a feeling of almost physical nausea 
in a very short time. [2] Another form of vibrato which becomes very 
enervating is that quick nervous vibration of tone, that goes on incessantly 
and without change. [3] Some vibratos are shrill, almost hysterical, and 
always sound sharp—[4] some are woefully flabby. 74 
 

The author adds that the “quality of vibration of tone which appeals to the hearer is 

largely a question of personal taste. There is a good slow vibrato and a good quick 

one.”75 Properly employed vibrato enriches the sound with more colors, contributes to a 

better projection, and gives tone its individual quality.  

“Fritz Kreisler, in answer to the question, 'What is a beautiful tone?' is said to 

have replied that he did not know, but that when he heard one he felt it up and down his 

                                                
72 Frederick Neumann, Violin Left Hand Technique: A Survey of Related Literature (Urbana, IL: 

American String Teacher Assosiation, 1969), 115. 
 

73 Leopold Auer, Violin Playing as I teach it (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1980), 23: 
“...certain pupils of mine, who in spite of their earnest determination to the contrary, and innumerable 
corrections on my part, have been unable to rid themselves of this vicious habit, and have continued to 
vibrate on every note, long or short, playing even the driest scale passages and exercises in constant 
vibrato.” Ironically, his greatest pupils including Poliakin, Elman, Heifetz, Seidel, and Zimbalist are those 
“certain pupils” who vibrated continuously. It is said that Manuel Garcia had similar issues with his great 
pupils. 

 
74 Achille Rivarde, The Violin and Its Technique – As a Means to the Interpretation of Music 

(Uknown, Read Country Book, 2006), 28. 
 
75 Ibid.  
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spine.” 76 Elman and Kreisler were admired for their unique and charming tone, in which 

vibrato played an indispensable role. 

The popularity of some of the leading violinists of to-day is very largely 
due to some peculiar charm in the vibration of their tone, which is almost 
magnetic in its effect. To the majority of hearers a beautiful tone is the 
hall-mark of “soul,” for the reason perhaps that it certainly succeeds in 
attracting their attention, and for the most part the listener is not able to 
distinguish between the purely sensuous effect of “thrills down the spine” 
and the noble stimulus and appeal that music makes to the imagination. 77 
 

Maximilian Pilzer, a pupil of Joachim, wrote: “Warmth, rounded fullness, the truly 

beautiful violin tone is more difficult to call forth than is generally supposed. And, in a 

manner of speaking, the soul of this tone quality is the vibrato....” 78 In early recordings 

of bel canto singers, (including the last castrato singer Alessandro Moreschi), the vocal 

vibrato seems to be a natural element in their singing. All singers, throughout history, 

most likely have employed natural vocal vibrato.  

Isidore de Seville, one of the earliest writers on singing, defines in his 

Etymologies (d. 636) various types of voices: “sweet, brilliant, delicate, large, keen, hard, 

harsh, and blind.” A perfect voice in Isidore's view is “high, sweet, and clear: high, so 

that it might soar up to the highest pitches; clear, so that it might fill the ears; sweet, so 

that the spirits of the listener might be charmed....” According to Dyer, Isidor de Seville 

referred to the qualities of a singer “whose natural gifts qualified him to perform” as a 

                                                
76 Burgin, 84. 

 
77 Rivarde, 27. 
 
78 Martens, 108-109. 
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soloist. 79 Most likely these types of voices possessed a natural vocal vibrato that 

charmed and affected the listener. Pavarotti considered vibration as a primary element in 

the voice, and that the longer vibration contributes to a better voice. 80 Wolfgang 

Amadeus Mozart, in a letter to his father, wrote that “the human voice vibrates by itself” 

and that “this is the nature of the voice.” 81  

The size of the performing venue has also affected the use of vibrato. Zarlino 

[1558] described two types of singing during the Renaissance era, one in church and 

public chapels, and another in private chambers. Subsequently, in spacious places one 

had to sing with a full voice (assumedly with “greater amounts of natural vibrato”), and 

in small venues with a “subdued, and sweet voice” (with lesser amounts of natural 

vibrato). 82 Such historic figures as Agricola, Ganassi, Zacconi, Praetorius, Basset, Mace, 

Rousseau, Geminiani, and W. A. Mozart, among others, considered a natural vibrato as 

an expressive component not only in singing, but also in instrumental performances. 83 

Even though the topic is controversial, there is enough historical evidence to support the 

idea that vocal as well as violin vibrato has been in existence since the origin of singing 
                                                

79 John Potter, ed. The Cambridge Companion to Singing (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2000), 166-167. 

80 “Pre-recorded intermission” by Peter Rosen Production Inc., from “Live from Lincoln Center, 
Great Performers Series: Avery Fisher Hall, NY city opera orchestra, conducted by Richard Bonynge with 
singers Dame Joan Sutherland, Marilyn Horne, and Luciano Pavarotti,” dir. by William W. Lockwood,  (A 
Presentation of WNET/13, March 23, 1981; LC for the Performing Arts, Inc.). 
 

81 Neumann, Frederick. “The Vibrato Controversy,” Performance Practice Review 4, No. 1 
(Spring 1991): 19. 
 

82 Christopher Jackson, “An Examination of Vibrato = Use Options for Late Renaissance Vocal 
Music,” The Choral Journal 48, No. 1 (July 2007): 29. 
 

83 Frederick Neumann, “The Vibrato Controversy,” Performance Practice Review 4, No. 1 
(Spring 1991): 25-26. 
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and violin playing. Another question is to what extent it should be employed and how it 

should be applied. All kinds of vibrato (slow, fast, narrow, wide, accelerated, and 

decelerated), esthetically applied, can undoubtedly enrich a musical composition of any 

period.           

In the 20th century, violin vibrato was recognized not only as an expressive tool 

to enrich the tone, but also as a means to improve and correct the function of the left 

hand. Violin pedagogues such as Eberhardt, Dounis, and Marteau advised the frequent 

use of flexible and free vibrato to obtain a correct mechanism of the left hand. 84 

Eberhardt considers vibrato as a natural element of “all left hand action.” Dounis points 

out that to “vibrate on every note as freely as possible...is of paramount importance for a 

correct technical foundation of the left hand.” Marteau recommends using a “loose 

vibrato” to prevent “stiffness of the left hand.” 85 Ricci advised employing vibrato while 

learning fast passages slowly, vibrating on each note and avoiding “skidding over the 

notes.” 86 In singing, vocal vibrato is a natural element; however, in violin performance, it 

requires much effort to learn to control various smaller muscles in order to produce a free 

and controlled vibrato. Freedom in vibration begins from the elasticity of all joints, 

especially the joints of the fingers, and the ability to distribute tonal muscular energy 

evenly among the smallest muscles. 

 

                                                
84 Neumann, Violin Left Hand Technique: A Survay of Related Literature, 116-117. 

 
85 Ibid. 

 
86 Ruggiero Ricci, Ricci on Glissando (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2007), 97. 
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“Voice is speech, and is produced by the mouth, not by the vocal cords. The vocal 

cords produce only sounds, which are transformed into vowels and consonants by a 

phonetic process taking place in the mouth, and giving origin to the voice.” 87 Marafioti 

separates voice formation in “the two different phases...the laryngeal, which creates the 

sound—and the phonetic, which creates the voice,” and emphasizes that the mouth is the 

“phonetic apparatus” where the voice forms. Giavanni Batistta Lamperti illustrated how 

the tone shapes in the mouth as recorded by Brown:  

The pitch (vibration) of your voice seems to emanate from the back of the 
mouth (pharynx) spontaneously. The resonance of your voice seems to 
originate in the front of your mouth (lips) voluntarily. These two together 
seem to make the “dark-light” tone. Though vibration alters its pitch it 
does not change its place (pharynx). The continued escapement of 
compressed breath must arouse the pitch of the desired tone, vibrating 
intensely enough to be felt in the skull. The continued escapement of 
compressed air should spin the tone to required volume and color, filling 
the resonating chambers of head, mouth and (in low pitches) the chest. 
The “dark-light” tone should always be present. 88  
 

Marafioti and Lamperti both emphasize the importance of the mouth apparatus in voice  
 
production. 
 

In violin playing, both the left and right hands are equally important in creating 

and producing the tone. However, it is through proper application of vibrato, a violinist 

obtains a greater possibility to shape individual tone or “voice.” Through vibrato 

technique, violinists such as David Oistrakh, Jascha Heifetz, and Fritz Kreisler were able 

to give their tone an individual quality. If they did not possess individual vibrato, one 

would hardly distinguish one performer from the other.  

                                                
87 Marafioti, 69. 

 
88 Brown, Vocal Wisdom: Maxims of Giovanni Battista Lamperti, 38-39. 
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In the The Art of Violin Playing, Flesch wrote that vibrato plays a fundamental 

role in giving the tone a “special character.” 89   

If two violinists, whose tonal qualities differs most widely, play the same 
sequence of notes on the same instrument behind a curtain, each using his 
own vibrato, each individual player may be easily and surely 
distinguished, while without participation of the left hand, that is to say, 
using open strings or natural harmonics, the identity of the player can only 
be determined by chance. 90  
 

 Heifetz said, “by the vibrations and modulations of the notes one may recognize the 

violinist as easily as we recognize the singer by his voice.” 91  

Unfortunately, a number of scholars and historically informed performers 

specializing in period compositions, such as Sol Babitz, do not recognize vibrato as a 

natural and vital element in tone production, but view it rather as an occasional 

embellishment. In a column for The International Musician, Babitz condemns the 

frequent use of vibrato. He writes that “a continuous use of vibrato paralyzes the 

expressive powers of the right hand...” Babitz, for mistaken reasons, came to false 

conclusions and wrote:  

When vibrato becomes permanently intense, the left hand takes away the 
lead from the right, the bow is no longer the leader in the choice of 
dynamics, but is forced instead to play at one intense level in order to 
provide adequate string sound for the continuous vibrato. In addition the 
intense vibrato shakes the strings and the instrument so that the bow can 
maintain a steady tone on the string only by continuous pressure. Thus 
instead of a rising and falling dynamic to suit the character of the music 
we have a continuous single level of sound without shading. Neither the 
right nor left hand can now relax for a moment. If the bow makes a 

                                                
89 Carl Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing, 2 vols. (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1939), 35. 

 
90 Ibid. 

 
91 Martens, 53. 
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diminuendo while the left hand continues its vibrato the effect is like an 
electric organ which has the same mechanical vibrato at all times. If the 
left hand should relax the vibrato for a moment the effect is an ugly tone 
because the bow, not accustomed to releasing the continuous pressure, is 
producing a forced tone, the ugliness of which must be masked by a 
continuous vibrato. Thus permanent vibrato creates ugly right hand tone 
and ugly tone creates the need for permanent vibrato. A properly produced 
unforced violin tone should sound pleasant even without vibrato. The 
monotonously even sustained tone played at one level gives the effect of a 
bagpipe with vibrato. 92 
 

Properly applied vibrato (of any kind), produced by the well-balanced muscular system 

of the left hand, does not affect the function of the bow, nor does the well-trained bow-

arm affect the function of the left hand. Only poorly trained violinists without refined 

taste in music would suffer some of the issues that Babitz outlined. Geminiani and many 

other great violinists would not have advocated continuous vibrato if that were the case.  

The violin is capable of imitating various kinds of sounds with great resemblance 

to their original source, and many sounds may not require vibrato to achieve the result. 

However, if one aims to emulate a bel canto voice, evenly sustained tone and application 

of various types of naturally controlled vibrato are indispensable elements in beautiful 

tone production and in creating long phrases. 

Emma Seiler wrote the following in her work The Voice in Singing: “The 

different timbre of tones thus depend upon the different forms of the vibrations, whence 

arise various relations of the fundamental tone to the overtones as they vary in 

strength.”93 Quoting Dr. Fillebrown, “Tone, in the musical sense, is the result of rapid 

                                                
92 Sol Babitz, The Violin: Views and Reviews (Urbana, IL: American String Teacher Association, 

1959). 31.  
  

93 Emma Sailer, The Voice in Singing (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1871), 96-97, quoted 
in Monahan, 109.  
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periodic vibration...the quality of tone depends upon the form of vibrations....” 94 Based 

on the scientific principles in formation of a beautiful tone, it is clear that vibrato has 

played a vital role in tone production in singing as well as in violin playing throughout 

the history. Those who prohibit or restrict its use, especially in the compositions of 

Baroque, Classical, and even Romantic periods limit the tonal palette and expressiveness 

of a musical composition.  

“Many treatises have led performers to devise theories mistakenly, make 

inferences from sources too hastily and use performing conventions 

erroneously...treatises should not be assumed to have national, let alone international 

validity, for there was no universal Baroque [or any other] convention which regulated 

performance throughout Europe.” 95 Ricci considers that “the speed and width of the 

vibrato plus the speed and pressure of the bow are the two most important factors in tone 

production.” 96 Thus, the importance of vibrato, in combination with resonance and 

overtones created by the bow in giving the tone its individual quality, is indispensable. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
94 Thomas Fillebrown, Resonance in Singing and Speaking (Boston: O. Ditson, 1911), 45, quoted 

in ibid. 
 

95 Colin Lawson, and Robin Stowell, The Historical Performance of Music: An Introduction 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 23. 
 

96 Ricci, 97. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

THE MESSA DI VOCE     
 

 
 
Who that has ever heard De Reszke's tone coloring, his duet and ensemble 
singing could deny him the maximum of talent in that very direction? He 
was one of the greatest tone colorists of all dramatic singers. His singing 
was more than musical—and as it expressed the essence of the poetry of 
the words, so did it combine all the nuances and dynamics of the greatest 
violinists—the soul of the music. 

                                                           —John H. Duval, The Secrets of Svengali 
 
 

Overview 

 
The majority of twentieth and twenty first century sources on singing translate 

messa di voce as the “placing of the voice.” 97 However, authors such as Burney, Ried, 

and Erdmann-Chadbourne define it as “swell, bud, sprouting, and unfolding.”98 The latter 

definition gives a clearer, more accurate understanding of the true nature of the messa di 

voce. Erdmann-Chadbourne disagrees when  messa di voce is translated as “placement of 

the voice” and considers such a translation unscientific.99    

In singing, the messa di voce applies to a long, sustained tone in crescendo and 

decrescendo, and all in one breath (example 3.1).  

               

                                                
97 Ellen T. Harris, "Messa di voce," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.temple.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/18491(accessed 
March 12, 2012). 

98 See Tartini’s Letter to Maddalena Lombardini, trans. by Dr. Burney 1779, 5; Ried, Dictionary 
of Vocal Terminology p. 206; Erdmann-Chadbourne p. 132  

99 Norma Jean Erdmann-Chadbourne and Ellis Chadbourne, The Art of Messa di Voce Scientific 
Singing (Harrison: Messa di Voce Foundation for Scientific Singing and Speech, 1972), 132.  
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Example 3.1. The Messa di Voce. 

 

 

Erdmann-Chadbourne wrote that “the Italian maestri likened the sprouting of the rosebud 

to the gradual unfoldment of the voice when technique is correct; - that is, when the 

extrinsic muscles are used for the purpose of beauty and strength of tone. It is therefore 

the flowering, the blossoming or blooming of the resonant voice which they called Messa 

di voce.” 100 To achieve the budding or unfolding nature of the tone, one should begin the 

tone softly, gradually passing through all dynamic levels to its loudest point, then, 

similarly return to the same softness. The messa di voce requires a complete mastery of 

breath control, maintenance of a pure vowel and perfect pitch, and absolute evenness of 

tone in crescendo and decrescendo. Additionally, crescendo and decrescendo could be 

employed separately to enhance or shade a particular note or a phrase. The messa di voce 

is applied primarily in the opening of an aria, on fermatas, and in preparation for 

cadenzas.101  

Caccini was the first writer to mention the messa di voce in his 1601 treatise 

Prattica di Musica as “crescere e scemare.” 102 A century later, the most influential vocal 

authors including Tosi (1723) and Mancini (1774) discussed the messa di voce more 

                                                
100 Norma Jean Erdmann-Chadbourne, and Ellis Chadbourne, 132. 

 
101 Giambattista Mancini, Practical Reflections on the Figurative Art of Singing, translated by 

Pietro Buzzi (Boston: Richard G. Badger, The Gorham Press, 1912), 118. 

102 Don Randel, ed. The New Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press 
of Harvard University Press, 1986), 488. 
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extensively. 103 Since at least the 1600s, the messa di voce played a central role in bel 

canto singing not only as a tonal shading, but also as an exercise to perfect vocal 

technique. The greatest castrato singers could sustain the tone on a single breath for over 

a minute. 104  

Five basic principles determine a correctly executed messa di voce: 105 

1. Starting the tone softly, avoiding fierce emission of the breath  

2. Conserving the breath by gradually exhaling (the airflow) in small amounts   

3. Producing a luscious and mellow tone (especially in decrescendo)  

4. Maintaining absolutely pure vowel and a perfect pitch  

5. Controlling the breath by the tone, but not the other way around (“the tone must 

control the breath, not the breath the tone”). 106  

Not every singer could execute messa di voce masterfully, due to its difficulty.  

The following examples, which should also be accompanied by recordings for 

better understanding, would help the violinist understand the true nature of the messa di 

voce applied on long notes as well as on phrases:  

         

 

 
                                                

103 Pietro Francesco Tosi, Observations on the Florid Song, translated by J. E. Galliard, (New 
York: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1968), 27-28; Mancini, 116. 
 

104 Injoon Yang, “The Castrati and the Aesthetics of Baroque Bel Canto Singing: Influences on 
the Romantic Tenor,” (DMA diss., Temple University, 2008), 5. 
 

105 Mancini, 120-121 [first three]. Whitlock, 39 [last two].  
 

106 Marafioti, 86. Marafioti considered that the mental perception of a beautiful tone and the tone 
itself establish a correct function of the vocal organs that set the breath to accustom its quality, but not 
otherwise.  
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Example 3.2. G. F. Handel, Atlanta, HWV35, Aria “Care Selve”, mm. 1-5. 107 

 

                

Example 3.3. G. Verdi, La Forza del Destino, “Pace, Pace mio Dio” mm. 1-2.108  

 

 

Another great example of the messa di voce is based on the recording of the legendary 

Russian lyric tenor Sergei Lemeshev.109   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
107 “Kanawa - Care Selve from Atlanta,” 1990, video clip, accessed March 17, 2012, YouTube,  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6joOLpNALc 
 

108 “Rosa Ponselle - Pace, pace mio Dio (1928) RARE!,” 1928, video clip, accessed March 17, 
2012, YouTube, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hv7JpTYZRc 
 

109 “Young SERGEI LEMESHEV sings Lensky[’s] Aria 1937,” 1937, video clip, accessed March 
17, 2012, YouTube, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0q69JvLqag 
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Example 3.4.  P. Tchaikovsky, Eugen Onegin, op. 24, Act II, No. 17, “Lensky’s Aria,” 

(a) mm. 51-52, (b) 86-89, (c) 121-123. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

 

 

 

c)                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

One may also observe Marilyn Horne who, in a discussion about bel canto principles 

with Pavarotti, Sutherland, and Bonynge, masterfully demonstrates the messa di voce 

technique starting the tone forte and delicately diminishing to pianissimo.110    

                                                
110 “Pre-recorded intermission” by Peter Rosen Production Inc., from “Live from Lincoln Center, 

Great Performers Series,” dir. by William W. Lockwood,  (A Presentation of WNET/13, 1981; LC for the 
Performing Arts, Inc.). 

messa di voce

messa di voce

messa di voce
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The messa di voce is considered to be the most difficult technique in singing due 

to the inconsistency of the voice, which naturally tends to “rise or fall.”111 According to 

Mancini, the ability to perfectly execute the messa di voce “...makes the singer perfect. 

For when he has made himself capable of sustaining and graduating the agility of his 

voice without effort or defects, he not only knows the secret of the art, but he possesses 

the art itself.” 112 The correct execution of the messa di voce not only allowed bel canto 

singers exquisitely to embellish a sustained tone, but also to manifest an impeccable 

vocal mechanism. However, one could approach the study of the messa di voce only after 

obtaining “the art to hold, reinforce, and take the breath back.” 113 The mastery of tonal 

shading and dynamic control gave bel canto singers an absolute freedom in projecting, 

expressing, and communicating any musical expression to the audience enrapturing their 

hearts.114 Porpora’s pupil Corri, considered messa di voce the “soul of music.” 115  

Throughout the centuries, celebrated violin performers have also recognized and 

employed the messa di voce in their performances to shade tones and phrases, and used it 

as a fundamental exercise to perfect their bow technique. The authors of the past three 

centuries, from Geminiani to Yankelevich, described the same basic principles of the 

                                                
111 William Earl Brown, Vocal Wisdom: Maxims of Giovanni Battista Lamperti, 13. 
112 Ibid., 118. 

 
113 Mancini, 120. 

 
114 Ibid., 117 
115 Ellen T. Harris, "Messa di voce," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.temple.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/18491 (accessed 
March 18, 2012). 
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messa di voce in their treatises and etudes.116 The following eighteenth-century 

instructions on messa di voce principles provide important information about bowing 

technique:         

One of the principal beauties of the violin is the swelling or increasing and 
softening the sound; which is done by pressing the bow upon the strings 
with the fore-finger more or less. In playing all long notes the sound 
should began soft, and gradually swelled till the middle, and from thence 
gradually softened till the end. And lastly, particular care must be taken to 
draw the bow smooth from one end to the other without any interruption 
or stopping in the middle. For on this principally, and the keeping it 
always parallel with the bridge, and pressing it only with the fore-finger 
upon the strings with discretion, depends the fine tone of the 
instrument...These two elements (crescendo and decrescendo) may be 
used [1] after each other; they produce great beauty and variety in the 
melody117, and [2] employed alternately, they are proper for any 
expression or measure.118   
 

In this short description, Geminiani outlines both the aesthetic and technical sides of the 

messa di voce. Geminiani, as well as other prominent violinists, recognized that only by 

applying tonal shadings can one obtain a full spectrum of expressive means to deliver a 

musical content, and called the messa di voce “one of the principal beauties of the 

violin.”  

           In 1779, Tartini wrote to Maddalena Lombardini that practicing the messa di 

voce119 at least one hour every day would help her master bow technique, and contribute 

toward expressive performance.120   

                                                
116 In treatises: Geminiani (1751), Quantz (1752), Leopold Mozart (1756), Tartini (1779), Spohr 

(1832), Charles de Beriot (1857), Hubert Leonard (18??), Auer (1921), Carl Flesch (1924), Yuri 
Yankelevich (1983). In etudes: Kreutzer (1796), Rode (1814-1819),  Mazas (183?), Kayser (18??) etc. 

117 This phrase parallels with Auer’s remarks about genuine phrasing. 
118 Geminiani, 2, 8. 
119 In English translation the messa di voce is simply translated as “swell.” However, Tartini does 

use the vocal term: “Per la tutta la fatica in una sola volta s’incominica dalla messa di voce sopra una 
corda vuota, per esempio sopra la seconda ch’e alamire.”  
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Your study, therefore, should be the true manner of holding, balancing, 
and pressing the bow lightly, but steadily, upon the string; in such a 
manner as that it shall seem to breathe the first tone it gives, which must 
proceed from the friction of the string, and not from percussion, as by a 
blow given with a hammer upon it.121 This depends on laying the bow 
lightly upon the strings, at the first contact, and on gently pressing it 
afterwards, which, if done gradually, can scarce have too much force 
given to it, because, if the tone is begun with delicacy, there is little danger 
of rendering it afterwards either coarse or harsh. On this first contact, and 
delicate manner of beginning a tone, you should make yourself a perfect 
mistress in every situation and part of the bow, as well in the middle as at 
the extremities [tip and frog of the bow]; and in moving it up, as well as in 
drawing it down. 122 
 
Some authors, including Tartini, did not see the need to define the aesthetic 

principles of the messa di voce because they were surrounded by the greatest bel canto 

singers and had shared the common experience of what it sounded like.       

Leopold Mozart also acknowledged that by obtaining impeccable control of the 

bow one would become a master of the art. Therefore, he dedicated the entire chapter of 

his treatise to discuss in detail each aspect of the messa di voce: (1) crescendo, (2) 

decrescendo, (3) crescendo and decrescendo, (4) alteration of soft and loud dynamics in 

one bow stroke (up to six or more times), and (5) evenness of tone.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                            
120 Giuseppe Tartini, A Letter from the Late Signor Tartini to Signora Maddalena Lombardini 

(Now Signora Sirmen), translated by Dr. Burney (London: George Bigg, 1779), 4.     

121 Mancini remarked similarly, see Mancini, 120. 
 

122 Tartini, 3, 5. 
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According to Mozart, the bow strokes should be practiced in the following 

manner: 

1.  Crescendo and decrescendo in one bow 123 

Begin the down stroke or up stroke with a pleasant softness; increase the 
tone by means of an imperceptible increase of pressure; let the greatest 
volume of tone occur in the middle of the bow, after which, moderate it by 
degrees by relaxing the pressure of the bow until at the end of the bow the 
tone dies completely away. This must be practiced as slowly and with as 
much holding back of the bow as possible, in order to enable one to 
sustain a long note in Adagio purely and delicately, to the great pleasure of 
the listener. Just as it is very touching when a singer sustains beautifully a 
long note of varying strength and softness without taking a fresh breath. 
But in this case there is something special to be observed; namely, that the 
finger of the left hand which is placed on the string should, in the soft 
tone, relax the pressure somewhat, and that the bow should be placed a 
little farther from the bridge or saddle; whereas in loud tone the fingers of 
the left hand should be pressed down strongly and the bow be placed 
nearer to the bridge. 124 
 

2. Decrescendo 125 

The second division of the bow may be made in the following manner. 
Begin the stroke strongly, temper it imperceptibly and gradually, and 
finish it quite softly. This applies as much to the up stroke as to the down 
stroke. Both must be practised diligently. This kind of division is used 
more in cases of shortly sustained tone in quick tempo than in slow 
pieces.126 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                
123 In first exercise Leopold Mozart offers an important scientific principle in relationship 

between the bow and the different points of the string, based on the volume of the sound.  
124 Mozart, 97-98. 

 
125 Beriot, Spohr, and Kreutzer, suggest practicing this type of bow stroke also in a slow speed. 
126 Mozart, 98. 
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3. Crescendo 127 
 
Begin the stroke softly and increase the tone gradually and smoothly, 
finishing with strength. This also must be practised with down stroke and 
up stroke, which must be understood as applying to all divisions. But be it 
observed that the stroke in soft tone must be drawn very slowly; when 
increasing the tone, somewhat quicker; and in the final loud tone very 
quickly. 128 
 

4. Alteration of soft and loud dynamics in one bow  

Now try the fourth division with loud and soft twice in one stroke. Let it 
be practised up stroke and down stroke. The numeral (1) indicates soft and 
the numeral (2) loud. The latter has therefore each time a gentle softness 
before and after it. This example of a double loudness, alternating with 
softness, can obviously be performed four, five, and six times; yes, often 
even more in one stroke. One learns through practice of this and the 
preceding divisions to apply strength and weakness in all parts of the bow; 
consequently, it is of great use. 129 
 

5. Even tone 

Draw the bow from one end to the other whilst sustaining throughout an 
even strength of tone. But hold the bow well back, for the longer and more 
even the stroke can be made, the more you will become master of your 
bow, which is highly necessary for the proper performance of a slow 
piece. 130 
 

Leopold Mozart considered even and sustained tone an indispensable factor in bow 

technique. He wrote that “everyone who understands even a little of the art of singing, 

knows that an even tone is indispensable.” 131 In the “Musical Technical Terms” section 

                                                
127 Flesch offers this type of exercise to fix the faulty bow stroke which tends to increase and 

decrease the tone due to a lack of training. Flesch, 34. 
128 Mozart, 98-99. 

 
129 Ibid., 99. 

130 Ibid.  
131 Ibid., 100. 
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of his treatise, Mozart advised performing a composition that has a Sostenuto tempo with 

“a serious, long, and sustained bowing, and keep the melody flowing smoothly.” 132  

Based on these eighteenth-century accounts, one may derive seven fundamental 

principles:  

1. Producing a smooth, even, and uninterrupted flow of the tone  

2. Keeping the bow parallel to the bridge  

3. Regulating the bow pressure with the index finger   

4. Pressing the bow lightly but steadily  

5. Starting the tone with delicacy, “from the friction of the string, and not from 

percussion” 133 

6. Using a very slow speed of the bow in soft tones, and faster speed in louder tones 

7. Keeping the bow closer to the bridge in loud dynamics, and closer to the 

fingerboard in soft.         

Despite the differences in design between the pre- and post-Tourte bows, these 

fundamental principles about tone production retain a universal value that has not 

changed over the centuries. The technical approach creating a “good, even, 

singing...round and fat tone” in forte, piano, crescendo, and decrescendo has always been 

the same.134 As a tonal shading technique, the messa di voce not only has enriched the 

expressive qualities in performance, but also has served as essential exercises to perfect 

                                                
132 Ibid., 50. 
133 Tartini, 3, 5. 
134 Mozart, 100. 
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bow technique. It has played a paramount role in tone production and genuine phrasing 

throughout the centuries.  

Period writers often compared the messa di voce to a chiaroscuro technique in 

painting, giving the performer a visual example of the true nature of tone/phrase-shading 

principles.135 Johann Quantz,136 in 1752, wrote: “...you must proceed as in painting, 

where so-called...half-tints, by which the dark is imperceptibly joined to the light, are 

employed to express light and shadow. In singing and playing you must use the 

diminuendo and crescendo [messa di voce] like half-tints, since this variety is 

indispensable for good execution in music.” 137 A century later, Hubert Leonard (1819-

1890) wrote similarly in his Gymnastische Ubungen auf der Violine: “The shadings in 

music may be compared to light and shade in painting.” 138 In fact, tonal shading has 

always been considered the most essential factor in musical expression. Monotonous and 

dull performances result from inability to create genuine phrasing. Many violinists seek 

only to obtain all the notes correctly and in tune; they fail to acknowledge that “a melody 

is something more than a long string of notes to be sounded in succession.” 139 The 

beauty of true phrasing consists of a delicate application of tonal shading, which is 

                                                
135 Pioneered by Leonardo da Vinci during the Renaissance period, the chiaroscuro (light-dark, or 

light and shadow) technique enhanced the emotional and dramatic atmosphere of the art-work, and was a 
hallmark in the painting style of Baroque artists including the most famous—Rembrandt, Caravaggio, 
Rubens etc. Ever since, chiaroscuro has been one of the most essential techniques in the arts employed by 
artists, photographers, and filmmakers. 

136 Quantz also played violin. 

137 Johann Quantz, On Playing the Flute, translated by Edward R. Reilly (Boston: North Eastern  
University Press, 2001), 172-173. 
 

138 Hubert Leonard, Gymnastische Ubungen auf der Violine, edited by E. Kross, (Mainz: B. 
Schott’s Sohne, 1911), 11.    

139 Auer, 71.  
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“always something essentially personal...and depends wholly on the musical and poetical 

sense of the performer.” 140 Leonard wrote, “There are no more important means of 

musical expression than this change between greater and smaller tone-volume. Every 

lover of expressive music will always feel himself compelled to shade the tone.”141 

Ever since the Baroque period, it is clear that the messa di voce had a broader 

application than a mere swell of the sounds. The “soul of music” reflects the innermost 

feelings and enlivens images and expressions of a musical composition. Undoubtedly, the 

messa di voce is one of the most valuable techniques which should be studied by every 

serious performer. The messa di voce does not apply only to the Baroque period, but is a 

cornerstone of expressive interpretation of any composition from any style or period. It is 

an indispensable element to perfect the quality of singing or bowing technique. 

 
The Application of the Messa di Voce 

Since the late nineteenth century, musicians began to perform compositions from 

previous centuries with respect to the performance practice and style of the earlier period. 

Genuine respect for composers and their style has broadened the scope for interpretation 

of Baroque and Classical music.142 Unfortunately, many “historically informed 

performers” exaggerate certain aspects of period performance practice. The most vivid 

example, which distinguishes these performers, is a continuous swelling of the tone or 

                                                
140 Ibid., 71-72. 
141 Leonard, 10. 
142 Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola: A Practical Guide, 1-2. 
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small phrase within each bow stroke (Babitz mistakenly recommends these types of 

swells in examples 3.5 and 3.6).143  

 

Example 3.5.  J. S. Bach, Concerto for Two Violins in D Minor, BWV 1043, Largo ma 

non tanto, mm. 1-2. 

 

 

 

 

Example 3.6. J. S. Bach, Sonata No. 1, BWV 1001, Adagio, mm. 1-2.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Misinterpretation of the messa di voce affects many contemporary performers, 

who attempt to perform Baroque compositions in a “stylistically correct” manner. 

Constant dynamic instability prevents performers from creating long and uninterrupted 

phrasing. Sol Babitz, considered the “swell” a natural feature of the early bow.144 

However, even with modern bows the “swell” occurs as a result of a poorly trained bow-

                                                
143 Babitz, The Violin, 22, 23. 

 
144 Ibid., 31; Babitz, Sol. Differences Between 18th Century and Modern Violin Bowing. (Los 

Angeles:  Early Music Laboratory, 1979), 3. 
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arm, or poor taste. Inability to sustain the tone is “the most unforgivable mistake.” 145 

Such style might have existed during the Baroque and Classical periods (see example 3.7, 

3.8); 146 however, both, singing and violin authorities warned performers against its 

excessive use. 

 
Example 3.7. Piani, Sonata I, “Preludio,” mm. 5-6, 9-11. 
 
 
a) 

 

 

b) 

 

                   

Example 3.8.  Toinon, Prelude gravement, mm. 24-26. 

 

 

                                                
145 Mancini, 119. 

 
146 Robison, John O. “The messa di voce as an Instrumental Ornament in the Seventeenth and 

Eighteenth Centuries.” Music Review 43 (1982): 8-9. 
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Tosi (1723) cautioned singers to use the messa di voce “sparingly...and with 

reason; for the finest grace too often repeated grows tiresome.”147 Quantz (1752) advised 

musicians to employ messa di voce with “great discernment” and warned against its 

extreme use.148 Mancini’s account (1774) illustrates the problem in its full extent, and 

could be also addressed to the violin performers who employ the messa di voce without 

proper understanding of its true meaning.  

There is also another kind of deception for these singers, who try to use 
the rules of messa di voce. This deception is an allurement and flattery. 
They think they possess it but when they start to perform it, they show that 
they have not even studied it. As soon as they have started the badly 
formed tone, they introduce into it, a multitude of other tones, but as they 
do not know how to hold the breath back, they are incapable of sustaining 
it... This in my opinion, is the most unforgivable mistake, because it is 
born from irreftection and rashness. If such a singer had, before 
undertaking to perform the "Messa di voce" sized up his strength and 
studied well the rules, prescribed by our great masters, he certainly would 
only have undertaken what he could execute easily and with security. This 
abuse is already too grown-up and out of proportion in the students of 
these days, so that I fear my suggestions will not be enough to eradicate 
the evil. 149 
 

A century later Charles de Beriot expressed similar concern and wrote: 

Such shading, if indulged in too frequently on notes of short duration, 
results in decidedly disagreeable mannerisms. Constantly to increase the 
tone towards the middle of the bow grows unbearably monotonous to the 
listener, and certainly destroys all breath of style. The violinists should be 
careful not to exhaust its resources of tone-color on a single note. The 
proper expression of the entire phrase must be taken into consideration, 
otherwise the effect of the gradation is lost in the details of the phrase. If 

                                                
147 Tosi, 27. 

  
148 Quantz, 165, 172, 173. 

 
149 Mancini, 119. 
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employed too frequently, and on too many details, shading wearies the 
attention and defeats its own purpose. 150 
 

Perhaps Piani and Toinon, placing the messa di voce [< >] sign under shorter notes, 

simply implied changing tonal colors, but not mere swelling of the sound. 

In the twentieth century Carl Flesch also considered such “unjustified, habitual 

increasing and diminishing in the course of a single bow stroke a mannerism which, 

though in the long run unendurable to the listener, is very widespread, and which 

excludes any more delicate shading.”151 Such “pseudo-shading” gives “unpleasant tonal 

effect...[which is] also unmusical in the highest degree.” He wrote that “one can only 

shudder when thinking of the tonal effect which would result were this procedure to be 

applied in singing. This unfortunate mannerism cannot be cured until the player who 

employs it fully realizes its ugliness.”152  

Despite the difference in time and musical styles, these accounts suggest that 

artificial and tasteless application of specific technical or stylistic elements, including the 

messa di voce, ruins genuine interpretation of a musical composition.  

Pulte’s suggested exercises on messa di voce (example 3.9) coincide with etudes 

and exercises written by Kreutzer, Beriot, Spohr, etc.153  

 

 

                                                
150 Charles De Beriot, Method for the Violin, 2 part, translated by George Lehmann (New York: 

G. Schirmer, 1906), 64.  
 

151 Flesch, 96. 
152 Ibid., 34. 
153 Diane M. Pulte, “The Messa di Voce and Its Effectiveness as a Training Exercise for the 

Young Singer,” (DMA diss., The Ohio State University, 2005), 38, 41. 
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Example 3.9. D. Pulte, messa di voce exercises. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

     

The ability to sustain and properly shade the tone plays an indispensable role in 

establishing a fundamental ground for musical expression. Without adequate control of 

the bow one would not be able to create proper phrasing and nuances. Many violin 

students are eager to perform virtuosic compositions, and neglect basic but essential 

study on evenly sustained bow strokes. 
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In pedagogical violin literature, the most comprehensive study on the messa di 

voce was written by Charles de Beriot in his three-volume Method for Violin. Beriot 

combined the ideas of eighteenth-century violinists into a systematic set of exercises.154 

These universal principles were also adopted and taught by other prominent nineteenth 

and twentieth-century violin pedagogues, including Leonard, Kreutzer, Spohr, Auer, 

Flesch, and pedagogues of the Soviet violin school, such as Yankelevich.  

The mastery of tonal shading reached its peak in the performing styles of Rode, 

Kreutzer, Baillot, Spohr, and Paganini 155 in the nineteenth century, and Ysaye, Kreisler, 

Elman, and Heifetz among others in the twentieth century. These violinists rivaled the 

best singers of their respective times (in the nineteenth century the most famous 

Malibran, Rubini, and Viardo, and in the twentieth century Caruso, Melba, McCormack, 

etc.). 

According to De Beriot 

There are two ways of shading a tone, namely: (1) By either increasing or 
diminishing the tone, using, in either case, the entire length of the bow[;] 
(2) by combining the two effects, crescendo and diminuendo, in one 
bow.156 The former method of sustaining tone seems to be the more useful 
of the two. Indeed, it is indispensable. The latter method is applicable only 
to very long tones. 157 
 
 

                                                
154 Charles de Beriot, Methode de Violin, Vol. 2 (Moscou: P. Jurgenson, 1889), 3.   
155 Carl Guhr, Paganini’s Art of Violin Playing, translated and edited by Joseph Gold (Piedmont, 

CA: Pro Musica Ensembles, 1982), 1. 
156 Note that Geminiani wrote similarly in his treatise: “These two elements [crescendo and 

decrescendo] may be used [2] after each other; they produce great beauty and variety in the melody, and [1] 
employed alternately, they are proper for any expression or measure.”  

157 De Beriot, 1906, 64.  
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The singing quality of the tone depends on the ability to draw the bow very 

slowly and evenly. Without obtaining the ability to sustain an even tone throughout the 

entire bow, further practicing of the messa di voce becomes inefficient. With proper 

training, it is possible to sustain the tone in one bow stroke for up to a minute.158 Tosi 

also encouraged beginning singers to obtain a sustained and trembling-free tone that 

should be held “the length of two bars.” 159 

One of the main obstacles in sustaining an even tone lies in the inability to 

maintain a consistent level of energy, pressure, and speed of the bow. Uneven distribution 

of bow-pressure and inconsistent speed prevent the tone or phrase from achieving its 

flowing quality. Jerky bow changes, string crossings, and position changes are other 

problems that result in an interrupted flow of tone. Therefore, to benefit from these 

exercises one should learn to maintain the same speed and pressure of the bow.  

The basic way to achieve sustained quality of the tone is to practice “long bows.” 

Therefore, Beriot begins his exercises with even bowing on open strings (example 3.10).  

The dynamic level may be increased to forte after obtaining a stable quality of tone in 

piano. One should aim to pursue the purest quality of tone. The following exercises are 

designed to change the dynamics from piano to forte and from forte to piano in various 

combinations. In soft dynamics, the bow should be drawn very slowly, and as the 

dynamic level increases, the speed of the bow should increase as well. 160 To acquire a 

                                                
158 Mancini warned singers from practicing the messa di voce exercise until all basic breathing 

mechanisms were put in place: “[one must first obtain] the art to hold, reinforce, and take the breath back, 
because, upon this depends whether he is able to give the start, and to graduate the voice proportionally in 
value, and to retire it without apparent effort.” Mancini, 119-120. 
 

159 Tosi, 27. 

160 According to Leopold Mozart’s third principle. 
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variety of tonal shadings (besides dynamic change) between forte and piano using one 

bow stroke, one should begin the tone by keeping the bow closer to the bridge, and then, 

as the dynamic level decreases, the bow should gradually slide toward the fingerboard 

and vice versa. These preliminary exercises help to obtain a natural sense of “breathing,” 

help to improve unnoticeable bow changes, and enable violinists to create various tone 

colors, preventing monotonous performances. 161       

                          

Example 3.10. Charles de Beriot, Violin Method, Part 2. 

 

 

      

 

                                                
161 V. U. Grigoriev, “Metodicheskaya Sistema U. I. Yankelevicha,” in U. I. Yankelevitch: 

Pedagogicheskoe Nasledie, ed. Elena I. Yankelevitch (Moskva [Moscow]: Postskriptum, 1993), 202. 
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Very often, after obtaining a sustained and even tone on open strings, one cannot 

maintain the same quality of tone in musical phrases. The problem often occurs due to the 

inability to control different mechanisms of the left and right hands simultaneously. 

Therefore, the following series of ten exercises (example 3.11) would help violinists 

attain a simultaneous control over the right and left hands as two independent 

mechanisms, serving as a basis for long, uninterrupted phrasing. (1) Exercises Nos. 1-4 

reflect three elements of preliminary exercises; (2) Exercises Nos. 4-8 are designed to 

maintain the same sustained and uninterrupted quality of the tone on a group of notes; (3) 

Exercises Nos. 9-10 allow the violinist to develop messa di voce elements on separate 

bow strokes. 
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Example 3.11. Charles de Beriot, Violin Method, Part 2. 
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In the slurred and non-slurred exercises Beriot advised performers to maintain the 

same tonal quality and dynamic progression as if all the notes were blended into a single 

sustained tone, creating a beautiful contour as in painting (example 3.12). 162 Leopold 

Mozart recognized that vibrato enriches the quality of the tone; therefore he advised to 

practice the messa di voce with varied vibrato.163 

 

Example 3.12. Charles de Beriot, Violin Method, Part 2. 

 

 

 

The idea that “singing develops breathing, not breathing, singing,”164 and that “the 

tone controls the breath, not the breath the tone” 165 all illustrate that tonal perception has 

guided many bel canto singers in establishing their voices. The luscious tone of Amelita 

Galli-Curci’s voice (who trained herself without a teacher) resulted from her emulation of 

                                                
162 Charles de Beriot, Methode de Violin, Vol. 2 (Moscou: P. Jurgenson, 1889), 58. 

 
163 Even though Leopold Mozart does not use the word “vibrato,” but it is clear from the content 

that he implies vibrato when he writes “the finger must move forward towards the bridge and backward 
again towards the scroll: in soft tone quiet slowly, but in loud rather faster.” L. Mozart, 98. 

164 Marafioti, 86. 
 

165 Whitlock, 14. 
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beautiful voices of other prominent sopranos.166 Galli-Curci’s example supports the idea 

that, by perception, the vocal and muscular systems would adjust naturally to achieve a 

desired tonal quality. Therefore, to obtain better results in the study of messa di voce, the 

violin tone should be based on bel canto examples.  

Audio and video recordings of bel canto singers would be wonderful resources for 

a violinist. The legendary pianist Vladimir Horowitz used to spend hours listening to the 

recordings of bel canto singers. He said that he “listened to those [Tetrazzini, Caruso, 

Ruffo, Battistini] bel canto singers from morning to night. This was a major influence on 

everything.”167 

After preliminary training, based on Beriot and Leonard, one would be able to 

understand better and benefit from the messa di voce studies offered by Kreutzer, Rode, 

Spohr, Mazas, Kayser and others. 

          

Example 3.13. R. Kreutzer (1796), Etude No. 1, Adagio Sostenuto, mm. 1-8. 

 

    

                                                
166 Wikipedia contributors, "Amelita Galli-Curci," Wikipedia, The Free 

Encyclopedia,http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Amelita_Galli-Curci&oldid=468865240 (accessed 
March 13, 2012).  

167 Tom Willis, Interview with Vladimir Horowitz, Profiles of Greatness radio series. New York, 
September 1974, quoted in Glenn Plaskin, Horowitz: A Biography (New York: William Morrow and 
Company Inc., 1983), 42-43.  
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 Example 3.14. P. Rode (1814-1819), 24 Caprices, Caprice No.1, Cantabile, m. 7. 

 

 

 

Example 3.15. L. Spohr, Violin School (1832), Part IV, mm. 1-4, 19-31. 
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Example 3.16. F. Mazas, Etude No. 1, Op. 36, Largo, mm. 1-16. 

 

 

 

Example 3.17.  H. E. Kayser, Etude no. 2, op. 20, Book I, mm. 1-28. 

 

 

 

The following messa di voce examples indicate that essential tonal shading 

technique did not vanish after the Baroque period, but, on the contrary, had become an 

expressive feature of all prominent performers and composers of the eighteenth, 

nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries.  
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Example 3.18. R. Schumann, Piano Quintet, Op. 44, In modo d’una marcia. Un poco 

largamente, mm. 29-47.
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Example 3.19.  C. Saint-Saens, Violin Sonata No. 1, op. 75, Allegro Agitato, mm. 1-23. 
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Example 3.20. J. Brahms, Violin Sonata No.3, op. 108, Allegro, mm. 1-21. 
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Bach did not indicate dynamic change in his compositions; however, the messa di voce 

could be applied as shown in examples 3.21 and 3.22 

 

Example 3.21. J. S. Bach, Sonata No. 1, BWV 1014, Adagio, mm. 1-4. 

 

 

Example 3.22. J. S. Bach, Violin Concerto, BWV 1041, Andante, mm. 17-19. 

 

 

 

The gradual increase and decrease of the tone most likely applies to very long 

notes or phrases, whereas the messa di voce sign [< >] under short notes simply indicates 

shading the tone, expanding the tempo, or changing a character of musical idea.  

When the design of the violin bow attained a perfect balance between elasticity 

and strength, the ability to give tone a wide range of shadings placed violinists next to the 

greatest singers of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The art of violin 

performance had reached such a peak that it astounded even the singers, who began to 

refer to violinists in their practices.  
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Rode, Kreutzer, Baillot, and Spohr, those giants among violinists, 
approached the technical perfection which a human being could achieve. 
They expanded the technique and developed the greatest varieties of 
bowing. Through the magic of their tone, which competed with the human 
voice, they succeeded in representing every emotion, and every standard, 
which continued the line of their musical progenitors, Corelli, Tartini, and 
Viotti, and enabled the violin to control the human soul.... Paganini [gave] 
the instrument the divine touch of the human voice. 168 
 

Ole Bull wrote about the singing qualities of Paganini’s playing  

Without a knowledge of the Italian art of singing, it is impossible to 
properly appreciate his playing. Contemporary with Pasta, Pizzaroni, 
Rubini, Malibran, Paganini rivaled them, singing on his violin melodies 
many of which had been sung by these artists, and his performance 
astonished them even more than public... 169 
 

Schubert, after hearing Paganini, exclaimed that he “heard the singing of an angel.”170  

Ludwig Rellstab remembered: “Never in my life I heard such weeping. It was as if the 

lacerated heart of this suffering mortal were bursting with sorrow.171 I did not suspect that 

music may contain such sounds. He spoke, he wept, he sang...his virtuosity, comparing to 

this adagio—nothing....”172 It is believed that Massart173 and Beriot developed their 

schools influenced by Paganini’s singing style technique. In addition, a direct affiliation 

of celebrated nineteenth-century violin virtuosos with the greatest singers of their time 

also had an undoubted impact on the development of bel canto style in violin playing.  

                                                
168 Guhr, 1. 

169 Leslie Sheppard, and Herbert R. Axelrod, Paganini (Neptune City NJ: Paganiniana 
Publications, Inc., 1979), 340.  

170 David Dubal, The Essential Canon of Classical Music (New York: North Point Press, 2001), 
162. 

171 Ibid. 
 

172 V. U. Grigoriev, Nikkolo Paganini: Zhizn’ i Tvorchestvo, translated from Russian by me 
(Moskva [Moscow]: Muzyka, 1987),  98.  

173 Ibid., 120. 
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The understanding, study, and application of the messa di voce would enrich the 

tonal palette, enrich the expression, and perfect the bowing technique of any serious 

violinist.  
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CHAPTER 4 

BLENDING THE REGISTERS (POSITIONS) 

 
 

Overview 

Opinions differ on the number of registers in the voice, ranging anywhere from 

one to five.174  Despite disagreement among vocal experts, most agree that well blended 

registers form the basis for good singing. In order to sing fluently, one has to unite all 

vocal registers, with no detectable breaks. Blending the registers means “joining together 

the different segments of the vocal gamut so as to avoid noticeable gaps or changes in 

quality during the progression of the voice from one end of its range to another.” 175 

Occasionally the voices of gifted singers do not break into registers, and the singing 

occurs as if there were only one register. 176 A number of vocal experts advocate the one-

register principle, including Marafioti and Lilli Lehmann. Marafioti, analyzing Caruso’s 

voice, wrote, “According to natural laws, the voice is made up of only one register, which 

constitutes its entire range.” 177 Feeling the resonance in voice production allows singers 

to overcome breaks between registers as if there were no registers at all. 178 However, 

                                                
174 Monahan, 129.  

175 Victor Fields, The Singer's Glossary (Boston: The Boston Music Co., 1952), 9, quoted in 
Burgin, 114. 

176 Mancini, 108. 

177 Marafioti, 136. See also Fields’s description about the “Natural action theory” in Fields 1947, 
163. 
 

178 George Dodds, Practical Hints for Singers (London: The Epworth Press, 1927), 48-49, quoted 
in Monahan, 144. 
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singing in one register does not mean singing within one dynamic level or timbre. It 

simply implies “a properly controlled voice.” 179  

Many singers suffer breaks or uneven transitions from low to high registers to a 

greater or lesser degree. Conrad von Zabern (1474) wrote, “There is...[a] defect which is 

particularly offensive and deviates from correct vocalism: a lack of uniformity in 

ascending and descending pitches.... This fault should not be neglected as long as there is 

any hope of amelioration.” 180 Tosi advised teachers to help pupils blend registers “that 

they may not be distinguished; for if they do not perfectly unite, the Voice will be of 

divers Registers, and must consequently lose its Beauty.” 181 Equable quality of the entire 

singing range is one of the main prerequisites of a superb bel canto singer. 182 It requires 

careful and diligent practicing and is not easy to achieve. 183  

In violin playing, the unnoticeable and smooth blending of positions contributes 

toward the production of a long and uninterrupted phrase and toward smooth left-hand 

technique. 184 There are two types of position change: (1) technical—shifting from one 

position to another with lighter or stronger finger pressure, and (2) artistic 

                                                
179 Louis Arthur Russell, The Commonplaces of Vocal Art: A Plain Statement of the Philosophy of 

Singing (Boston: Oliver Ditson Co., 1907), 48.  
180 Conrad von Zabern, and Joseph Dyer, “Singing with Proper Refinement from ‘De Modo Bene 

Cantandi’ (1474),” Early Music 6, No. 2 (April 1978): 217. 
 

181 Tosi, 23. 
 

182 Quantz, 300. 

183 Mancini, 59, 60. 
 

184 Jerky movements of the left hand cause jerkiness in the bow-arm, preventing it from pure 
legato. 
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(portamento)—sliding the finger by filling the space between two tones with tonal quality 

equal to the actual tones. The latter type (portamento) requires stronger finger pressure, in 

some cases reinforced with vibrato, to emphasize the emotional content of a musical 

idea.185 Unfortunately, true portamento technique began to gradually disappear among 

classical violinists after the 1950s due to the significant transformation of left hand 

technique caused by the increased use of the shoulder rest. The aim of freeing the 

movements of the left hand using the shoulder rest led the fingers to a complete 

detachment from the fingerboard. Ricci wrote, 

This kind of jump or shift causes the violin to move, which forces us to 
lose contact with the instrument. When measuring fractions of an inch, we 
must have a fixed point of reference from which to measure and we must 
maintain contact. To maintain contact, either the thumb or a finger must 
remain. You should never jump—you should connect. No one knew this 
better than Kreisler, who made such wonderful connections in his playing. 
He never moved abruptly over the fingerboard. Not having a good hold on 
the instrument with the left hand is very insecure. 186     
 

On the surface, the idea of freeing the movement of the hand and fingers seems logical, in 

fact, violin playing became technically approachable to a greater number of people. 

However, the use of the shoulder rest (holding the violin purely with the shoulder and 

head) has caused a number of long-term physiological problems. These include stiffening 

of the shoulder with subsequent muscle pain due to a static state of the muscles 

(insufficient blood circulation), and insensitivity of the wrist and fingertips, which affects 

vibrato and position changes.  

                                                
185 From a technical point of view, tension-free vibrato helps maintain elasticity of the muscles 

with stronger pressure of the finger.  
186 Ricci, 9. 
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The sensitivity of the fingertips and elasticity of the finger joints play a vital role 

in shaping and blending tones.  Unnecessary tension of the shoulder and the upper arm 

muscles absorbs most of the energy, leaving the fingertips insensitive and numb. Such 

sensitivity requires emotional energy to transform into physical energy and accumulate in 

the fingertips without obstructing this energy by stiffening other muscles. Post 1950 

transformations of the left-hand technique have affected the quality of unbroken position 

changes and overall tonal quality, and have sterilized the expressive side of portamento. 

Ricci wrote 187 that violinists “lost one of the best features of the old system, the 

glissando technique.” 188 

One may compare natural functions of the arm versus unnatural ones through a 

very simple experiment: write a single word or sentence using a pen or pencil in a natural 

way; then write the same thing with a tensed shoulder and upper arm. One notices that, 

with a squeezed shoulder, the sensitivity of the fingers disappears; moreover, one is not 

able to write continuously. In order to control the quality of handwriting, it is necessary 

to maintain the sensitivity of the fingertips and keep the shoulder in a tension-free state. 

Similarly, a tensed chest of a singer would create an obstacle for the free flow of air, 

significantly reducing the resonance and overall quality of the voice. A sufficient amount 

of resonance for voice production can only be achieved through uninterrupted airflow. 

The length of a modern violin fingerboard comprises approximately fifteen 

positions. Each position change requires a slide of a finger. Prior to the invention of 

chinrest, and especially shoulder rest, violinists (such as Paganini, who performed 
                                                

187 Ibid., x. 
 

188 Even though Ricci blamed the invention of the chinrest, however, the shoulder rest seems 
contributed more toward deteriorated glissando technique (portamento, position changes).  
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without both) followed the natural sequence of finger-wrist-arm movements. An analogy 

with drawing or handwriting will help us understand a natural sequence of these 

movements.  

On a horizontal surface, draw (using the index finger) three circles of a quarter of 

an inch, two inches, and ten inches in diameter with continuous motion. Observe, which 

parts of the hand are naturally employed. Based on this experiment, one notices that 

drawing a quarter-inch circle requires using only the finger, two-inches the wrist and 

finger, and ten-inches the arm, wrist, and fingers. It is unlikely that a physiologically 

healthy person would use the whole arm, with frozen wrist and fingers, to draw a small 

circle. This would affect the quality of the drawing, and add discomfort to the arm. If we 

apply these measurements onto the fingerboard in third position, we will get the 

following results: in third position, a quarter of an inch equals approximately a major 

second, two inches a major third, ten and a half inches the entire length of a fingerboard. 

Following the natural principles of the left hand, the fingers, in short slides (both, 

upward and downward), should slide alone, keeping the thumb in a fixed position. As 

intervals become larger one may apply wrist and finally arm movements. The use of the 

arm becomes unnecessary in higher positions due to the decreased space between 

intervals. “Instead of just moving the finger a tone or semitone, the player moves the 

whole arm...making the most possible motion in place of the least.” 189 Unfortunately, the 

use of position changes “a la trombone” is a widespread phenomenon that prevents slides 

from having their expressive and smooth qualities. “The chinrest gave the player the 

                                                
189 Ricci, 8-9. 
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dubious privilege of jumping from note to note by moving the whole arm from fingertip 

to shoulder ‘a la trombone.’” 190  

The initial placement of the first finger on the fingerboard with a sequential order 

of the other fingers determines each position (example 4.1). The natural position of the 

thumb may vary depending on the structure of the hand and length of the finger.  

 

Example 4.1. 

 

 

 

In each position it is important to maintain the natural setting of the fingers, flexibility, 

and elasticity as in first position (though toward higher positions the distance between 

intervals narrows).  

There are three main types of position changes, both upward and downward: (1) 

slide of a finger, (2) slide of a finger with the wrist, (3) simultaneous move of the thumb, 

finger, and the arm. The third type, the least natural, has become most common since the 

invention of the shoulder rest, which contributes toward losing the connection between 

the fingers and the fingerboard. 191  

                                                
190 Ibid., 16. 

 
191 Ibid., 5. 
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A smooth and unnoticeable position change is a key factor in obtaining flawless 

control of the fingerboard. Unfortunately, current violin pedagogy does not address this 

issue to its full extent.  

The recent publication of the work Ricci On Glissando (2007), written by the 

legendary violinist Ruggiero Ricci, calls attention to a vanished, old-school technique. 

Ricci asserts that in Paganini’s era of virtuoso violinists the concept of positions and 

shifting did not exist. 192According to Ricci, violinists such as Paganini, Wieniawski, 

Ernst and others held their left hand mostly in one position (third or fourth, by today’s 

standards), keeping their thumb “fixed” while the other fingers stretched upward and 

downward. 193 Ricci argues the benefits of the one position principle as follows, 

...whereas the old system  of playing favored a cautious approach that 
avoided big leaps and jumps around the fingerboard and used minimal 
motion, the development of the chinrest 194 led to the invention of shifting 
and position—and a riskier style of playing in which maximum motion is 
used. Under the current system, the whole hand and arm from finger to 
shoulder move because the thumb moves with the fingers. With the thumb 
fixed, as in the old system of playing, the violin was not disturbed when 
the finger moved because it remained stationary on the thumb. However, 
with the advent of the chinrest and the invention of the shift, the large 
movement of the hand and arm caused by moving the thumb together with 
the fingers made it extremely difficult not to disturb the violin, and the 
jumps involved in shifting made it difficult to accurately measure the 
distance between notes. 195 
 

                                                
192 Ibid. It is known, that Geminiani, several decades before Paganini’s birth, had had indicated 

seven positions in violin playing in his treatise The Art of Playing On the Violin. Perhaps Ricci refers to 
Paganini’s particular era or to violin virtuosos of Paganini’s type (Ernst, Lipinski etc.). 

193 Ibid., 1. 

194 I find that the shoulder rest causes such problems more than the chinrest. 
 

195 Ricci, 5. 
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However, Ricci is not the only author to address the issue. Menuhin had briefly discussed 

similar ideas in his book, Six Lessons with Yehudi Menuhin. The most extensive study on 

glissando, executing mostly in one position, was written by Martin Pierre Marsick. He 

considered his work a key to the mastery of violin technique. A very fine and respected 

violinist and chamber musician of the Franco-Belgian school, Marsick was "hailed [by 

critics] as one of the princes of bow." He took over Massart's position at the Paris 

Conservatory in 1892, where he taught for eight years. His most famous pupils were Carl 

Flesch, Jacques Thibaud, and George Enescu. 196 Unfortunately, his glissando exercises 

were not adopted into twentieth century teaching methods. 197 Even his pupil Flesch, who 

wrote a comprehensive treatise on the art of violin playing, did not mention his teacher’s 

work. 

 
Strong Pressure (of the sliding finger) versus Light Pressure 

           “In the pre-chinrest era, glissando technique was highly developed because there 

were no shifts...it was common practice to use the same finger several times in 

succession. As a result, the player played in the most economical way possible by moving 

only the finger without moving the thumb.” 198 The question is how strong or how weak 

the pressure of the sliding finger should be, if one aims to achieve a smooth and 

expressive quality of slides (portamento).  

 
                                                

196 “Martin Pierre Joseph Marsick,” The Musician 17, No. 1 (Jan., 1912): 57. 

197 I was introduced to Marsick’s portamento principles and exercises by Finnish professor 
Toumas Happenen. 
 

198 Ricci, 1. 
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Carl Flesch wrote, 

During the process of gliding, incidentally, the pressure exerted by the 
finger in action should be noticeably diminished. When this is not done, 
there is danger, above all, of super-exciting the nerves, and the so-called 
"playing through" of the finger-tips lies near at hand. Furthermore, 
increased finger pressure during a portamento leads to a corresponding 
bow movement, resulting in the incorrect use of the [crescendo-
diminuendo].... 199     
 

Izrail Yampolsky (not to be confused with Abram Yampolsky—a teacher of Leonid 

Kogan) shared a similar view, and supported the idea of reduced pressure in slides. In his 

work, The Principles of Violin Fingering, Yampolsky advises “light” and “unnoticeable” 

position changes with reduced finger pressure on the string. He considers that such an 

approach helps to achieve a “correct position change” by bringing the “hand smoothly 

into its new position.” 200 However, Yampolsky is not specific about the level of pressure 

in portamento or glissando. 201 The idea of lighter pressure in slides has been prevalent in 

violin pedagogy over the past few decades.  

Marsick, on the other hand, holds a diametrically opposed view, and advised 

violinists to apply greater pressure in slides. “By applying greater pressure, the fingers 

would acquire solidity and stability. In addition, the execution of double-stops (thirds, 

sixths, octaves etc.) and chords would ease; one would achieve the undistorted flow of 

the bow; other difficulties would cease to exist.” 202 According to Marsick, the 

                                                
199 Flesch, 29. See his footnote. 

 
200 I. M . Yampolsky, The Principles of Violin Fingering, translated by Alan Lumsden (London: 

Oxford University Press, 1967), 38.  
 

201 Ibid., 119-124. 

202 Marsick, Eureka! Mécanisme Nouveau pour se Mettre en Doigts en Quelques Minutes, 
translated by me (Paris: Alphonse Leduc, 1912), 1. 
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application of greater pressure in slides is an “infallible” principle in acquiring a secure 

left-hand technique. 203 Before we discuss which opinion is best, we need to determine 

the nature of the slides.  

Three terms define a change between positions that require a slide of the finger: 

portamento, glissando, and shifting. In violin pedagogy, portamento is not clearly 

defined, sometimes being called glissando. Neumann wrote about the confusion of these 

terms:  

...the terms glissando and portamento are used in a different sense by 
almost every author. For some like, e.g., Auer, those two terms are 
synonymous. For others, like Flesch, glissando denotes the technical shift, 
portamento the expressive slide. For others like, Robjohns, it is exactly the 
opposite; portamento is the technical, would-be inaudible shift, glissando 
the audible, expressive slide. Others again use the terms "shifting," 
"sliding," "gliding," to denote one or the other or both. 204 
 

To clarify the true nature of each term, we need to glance at the source of their origin. 

  
Portamento di Voce 

The term “portamento” stems from the Latin word portãre, which literally means 

“to carry.” 205 In singing, portamento means to blend the voice between neighboring 

tones by “carrying” the voice from one tone to another with perfectly smooth quality. 206  

Bel canto singers employ portamento not only as a technical means to connect the tones, 

                                                
203 Ibid. 

 
204 Neumann, Violin Left Hand Technique, 98. 

 
205 The Latin Dictionary, “Portare,” accessed August 14, 2011, 

http://latindictionary.wikidot.com/verb:portare 
 

206 Mancini, 111. 
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but also as an artistic feature, articulating and stressing the emotional content of the 

words. According to Corri, portamento is “the perfection of vocal music,” and should be 

executed with “delicacy and expression.” 207 Corri wrote that “the Portamento di Voce” 

may justly be compared to the highest degree of refinement in elegant pronunciation in 

speaking,” and encouraged singers to “endeavor to attain this high qualification... 

and…deliver [one’s] words with energy and emphasis, and articulate them 

distinctly….”208 Another vocal authority, Vaccai, further outlines some of the vital 

elements of portamento: 

The portamento is used to emphasize the sentimental expression of the 
words. It should be sung in the form of diminuendo and by softening the 
voice to render tender and gentle feelings, and in the form of crescendo to 
render stronger feelings. It is, perhaps, the most difficult of all musical 
forms, and can only be learnt by careful imitation of a first class singer. 209 

 
Analyzing the execution of portamento by bel canto singers and violinists of the 

early 20th century, I find that richness of sound in portamento is not reduced. In some 

instances it is reinforced with vibrato, depending on the context of music. For instance, in 

the fifth measure of Massenet's Meditation, Kreisler 210 uses the first finger on two 

consecutive notes and slightly reinforces the portamento by vibrating the slide itself (see 

figure 4.2). In this example, one may clearly notice that the pressure of the finger is not 

reduced, but reinforced with vibrato.  

                                                
207 John Potter, “Beggar at the Door: The Rise and Fall of Portamento in Singing,” Music & 

Letters 87, No. 4 (2006): 526. 
 

208 Ibid. 
 

209 Ibid., 537 
 

210 “Fritz Kreisler plays Thaïs-Meditation,” [1928], video clip, accessed March 22, 2012, 
YouTube, www.youtube.com, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6un_YIawX-E  
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Example 4.2. J. Massenet, Thais, “Meditation,” Andante religioso, mm. 1-5.  

 

 

In another example (example 4.3), 211 Schumann’s Abendlied, Manuel Quiroga 

also applies portamento employing one finger between two consecutive notes. 

 

Example 4.3. R. Schumann, Abendlied, op. 85, mm. 1-3. 

 

 

 

Both, Kreisler and Quiroga, reinforce portamenti with vibrato. A vibrato not only 

enhances the tone with emotional elements, but also prevents the fingers from stiffening.  

The recording of the Elman-Caruso duet in Massenet’s Elegy is another 

wonderful example of how a violinist emulates bel canto singing. 212 Elman matches 

Caruso’s voice by producing the same tone, speed of the vibrato, expressive portamento, 

                                                
211 “Manuel Quiroga Losada plays ‘Abendlied’ (Op.85 n 12), from Robert Schumann” [1928 or 

1929], video clip, accessed March 22, 2012, YouTube, www.youtube.com, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7P9IYE5fTKA 
 

212 “Mischa Elman with Enrico Caruso – Massenet Elegie” [n.d.], video clip, accessed April 5, 
2012, www.youtube.com, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMBK0GxRQgU 
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and tonal shading (example. 4.4). Both, Caruso and Elman, maintain the same quality of 

the tone in portamento. In order to blend the tones and fill the gap between two notes 

with full and expressive sound, the level of energy of the previous note has to be carried 

with the same intensity into the following one. Examples of portamenti by Kreisler, 

Quiroga, and Elman suggest that only through reinforced pressure of the finger, would 

one be able to “carry” the tone from note to note, preserving equal sonority in slides.  

 

Example 4. 4. J. Massenet, Elegie, mm. 6-8.  

 

 

 

By releasing pressure of the finger in portamento, as advised by Flesch and 

Yampolsky, one would not be able to pass the tone in its fullness and expression from 

one note to the other. In experimenting with this, one may find that with lighter finger 

pressure in portamento the sound loses quality and interrupts the expressive connection 

between the two notes. Careful analysis of portamento of bel canto singers, and violinists 

who emulated singers, supports Marsick's idea to slide fingers “with greater strength.”  
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Flesch wrote:  

The intimate vocal connection between two notes should be the result of a 
heightened urge for individual expression...the portamento should not be 
employed indifferently, but rather must have the closest interconnection 
with the musical content of a work.... It is indubitable that technically well 
executed portamenti at the right place, sparingly applied, enrich the palate 
of interpretative art with new, wondrously exotic colors, but that their 
abuse eventually becomes unendurable. 213 
 

Unfortunately, Flesch does not provide any instructions on how to achieve “the intimate 

vocal connection between two notes.” With correctly executed portamento, according to 

Potter, one would be able to achieve  

1. “Elements of speech-like declamation”,  

2. “Ability to control the pace of the phrase by sliding”, 

3. “The possibility of introducing para-linguistic tropes such as sighing, sobbing, 

and other effects designed to manage the rhetorical communication of 

emotions.”214  

 A reinforced but elastic finger pressure seems to be the way great violinists of the 

19th and early 20th centuries have executed portamento. One should vary the finger 

pressure in portamento, depending on speed, distance between two notes, and musical 

content. However, the basic principle of keeping stronger finger pressure in portamento 

seems to be a vital factor in blending the tones and uniting the positions. Undesirable 

sound in the slides due to stronger pressure of the finger could be compensated for by 

reduced pressure of the bow. Such an approach would allow violinists to blend 

neighboring tones smoothly but delicately. 

                                                
213 Flesch, 30, 35. 

 
214 John Potter, 2006, 549.  
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Stronger finger pressure, in general, contributes toward better resonance of tone. 

Donington, in his work The Interpretation of Early Music, wrote that Mersenne (1636-7) 

advised keeping “the fingers close to fingerboard and pressing hard, for greater 

resonance.” 215 Baillot considered keeping finger pressure stronger than the bow 

pressure.216 Auer advised stronger pressure of the fingers upon the strings, especially in 

high positions of the E string. According to Auer, the notes, especially in high positions, 

respond and vibrate freely even with the “slightest pressure of the bow.” 217 Schmieder 

advised pressing the fingers more firmly in playing chords due to better resonance of the 

notes. 218 A principle of stronger pressure for better resonance suggests better quality in 

slides as well. 

 
Glissando 

         The term "glissando" originated from the French verb glisser, which translates as 

“to glide” or “to slide.” In singing, a glissando is similar to portamento "where the voice 

is drawn across an interval between one note and another...but while that is accomplished 

smoothly, in the glissando the steps are marked in whole or half tones." 219  In violin 

playing, glissando often refers to a left-hand staccato (with one finger, or two fingers in 

                                                
215 Robert Donington, The Interpretation of Early Music (London: Faber and Faber, 1974), 535. 

216 Neumann 1969, 58. 
 

217 Ibid. 
 

218 My teacher. 
 

219 Michael Scott, The Record of Singing: To 1914 (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1977), 
230. 
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double stops). 220 Two examples show glissandi in half-step motion in Wieniawski's 

Second Violin concerto in D minor (example 4.5), and Saint-Saens' Havanaise, in double 

stops (example 4.6).  

 
Example 4.5. H. Wieniawski, Violin Concerto No. 2, op. 22, Allegro Moderato, mm.  

207-208. 

 
 

 

 

 

Example 4.6. C. Saint-Saens, Havanaise, op. 83, mm. 262-272. 

 

 

 

                                                
220 Ricci, 19. 
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Following the advice of Ricci and Marsick, I find that the most secure and 

efficient way to execute such glissandi is to keep the thumb fixed in one position 

somewhere in the middle of the passage.  Since glissando means to slide, the term may 

apply to any sliding motion of a finger or fingers.  

In summary, based on the above definitions, three types of position changes may 

be defined as follows:  

1. Portamento—an emotional connection of two notes between any intervals, 

performed by “carrying” the sound from one note to the other with its full expression;  

        2a. Glissando—sliding of one or two fingers in a distinct whole or half step, both, 

in ascending and descending motion,  

        2b. Glissando—a technical slide in fast, arpeggio-like passages;  

        3. A shift (a least desirable type)—simultaneous movement of the thumb, finger, 

and arm.  

 
The Old School Technique 

One of the essential prerequisites for obtaining an efficient left-hand technique is 

blending the tones smoothly and undetectably between positions. The shift “a la 

trombone” limits the ability of the fingers to stretch and increases unnecessary 

movements of the arm. The original exercises (presented in chapter five of this 

monograph), based on the principles of Marsick, Meuhin, Ricci, and Schmieder, will help 

reduce unnecessary shifts, and will develop greater elasticity, agility, and functionality of 

each finger of the left hand. 
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The one-position principle, expounded by Marsick and Ricci, is based on the 

fixed position of the thumb—the thumb does not move in position changes. Ricci 

suggested that “it is much easier to move a finger carefully than move the whole arm, and 

the glissando approach is a much more economical system of measurement.” 221 

Technically, with a medium-sized hand, it is possible to play a two-octave scale on one 

string keeping the thumb in one position (approximately the fourth). 222 In order to 

accomplish the task, the fingers should be elastic enough to stretch up to four positions 

above or below the initial placement of the thumb. 

Marsick gives two important principles for practicing glissando: (1) to apply 

greater pressure in slides; (2) not to move the thumb while sliding a finger (Ne pas 

bouger le pouce pour les glissés). 223 The second principle is also advocated by Ricci,  

...we should bear in mind one of the best characteristics of the old system 
of playing...[is to] move the finger and forget about the thumb; the thumb 
should remain fixed whenever possible and, in any event, will come along 
as needed because it is connected to the finger. 224 
 

Menuhin described a set of principles in Lesson III of his book Six Lessons with Yehudi 

Menuhin that help prevent stiffening of the muscles. 225 A summary of these principles 

will help to understand a correct function of the left-hand muscle function: 226  

                                                
221 Ibid. 

222 The two-octave scale on one string covers eleven positions. 

223 Marsick, 1. 

224 Ricci, 17. 
225 Best if used with video supplementation filmed by BBC. 

226  Yehudi Menuhin, Violin: Six Lessons with Yehudi Menuhin (New York: The Viking Press, 
1972), 52, 70. 
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        1. The shoulder should be free.   

        2. The shoulder, upper/lower arm, wrist and fingers should avoid still position and 

maintain a circular movement of all parts to prevent stiffness and muscle fatigue.  

        3. The fingers should obtain independence and freedom.  

        4. The finger pressure should not stiffen the muscles.  

        5. The violin should be held, but not gripped.   

        6. The complete relaxation of all effort should be acquired between each pressure of 

the left-hand fingers. 

Menuhin also suggested three preparatory exercises to practice glissando exercises: 

        1. “The thumb stays on one point, the finger slides.” 

        2. “The finger-tip stays on one point, the thumb slides.” 

        3. “The thumb and finger slide simultaneously in opposite direction.” 

Naturally, with stronger pressure, muscles tend to become stiff. Another essential 

principle, advised by Schmieder, is to practice portamento with vibrato (vibrating not 

only main notes, but also the slides themselves). Correct application of finger and wrist 

vibrato, free from shoulder and upper arm tension, would keep the muscles of each finger 

in the state of motion, preventing them from stiffness. One can draw an analogy to an 

iron spring that is strong but elastic. Ricci also reminds the violinist to “keep the fingers 

relaxed” and “moving” to avoid stiffness and “the risk of tendon damage.” He advises not 

to “arch fingers” but keep them on the pads, “since arching will decrease your stretch.”227 

 

                                                
227 Ricci, 45. 
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According to Menuhin, the violin should be held between the thumb and fingers; 

the shoulder should remain relaxed. “It is preferable to do without a shoulder-pad or a 

shoulder-rest. If used as a support, the shoulder is restricted in its freedom of movements, 

and if actively ‘clamped’ the shoulder is ‘frozen’. For those with a long neck and an 

unpronounced collarbone, a shoulder-rest or a folded cloth can be a great comfort, but 

under no conditions should it be more than gently touched—without pressure.” 228 Due to 

various structures of the left hand and length of the fingers (and also different schools), 

one may observe a dramatic difference in the left-hand posture of such violinists as 

Leonid Kogan, Itzhak Perlman, David Oistrakh, Ida Haendel, and Jascha Heifetz, to 

name a few. Therefore, one is encouraged to experiment and find one’s own position of 

the thumb and fingers based on the individual design of arm, hand, and fingers. In one-

position technique the thumb does not remain in a fixed position all the time, but changes 

its place according to technical need. Freedom and independence for each finger in 

passages, double stops, and chords; —and elasticity and smoothness in changing 

positions—are the principles one ought to follow. 

In summary, the old school position-changing principles include: 

       1. Keeping the thumb fixed while the finger slides (the caterpillar principle) 

       2. Applying stronger pressure in slides 

       3. Keeping fingers on the pads in slides 229 

       4. Vibrating the slide to release tension, and enhance tonal quality 230 

                                                
228 Menuhin, 52-53. 

229 Ricci wrote: “...stay on the pads of your fingers and do not arch them, since arching will 
decrease your stretch.” Ricci, 45. 

230 Only wrist and finger vibrato would allow the arm and shoulder remain tension-free. 
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 One should apply all these principles employing mostly the fingers and wrist, and 

keeping the pressure between the chin and shoulder to a minimum. Each slide should be 

filled with a full tone. Even though the horizontal movement of the thumb should not 

change from a given position, the vertical placement of the thumb should adjust 

depending on the distance between the intervals. In small intervals the position of the 

thumb may remain below the first joint, and in large intervals closer to its tip to allow 

other fingers and the hand to stretch to its full extent reaching high positions without 

moving the arm.  

A bel canto approach to violin playing requires complete mastery over one’s 

physical apparatus and the instrument. The essential bel canto principles, including pure 

tone, long phrasing, smooth legato, portamento, and tonal shading can be achieved only 

through understanding of the nature of each principle and rigorous training. Tone 

production, tone formation, tonal shading, tonal control, and position blending, which 

have been discussed in this monograph, are essential aspects in improving one’s 

understanding of the nature and mechanisms of a bel canto approach to violin 

performance. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

PORTAMENTO EXERCISES 
 

 
 

I have designed and adapted the following step-by-step exercises to allow a 

violinist to gradually obtain a one-position technique. The exercises are divided into 

seven parts. The first part focuses on the basic movement of each finger without moving 

the thumb, starting from the shortest slides (whole and half steps) and increasing the 

distance up to a fourth (following similar principles one may increase interval to a fifth, 

sixth etc.; as long as the stretching allows). Most violinists have the capability to stretch 

each finger up to a fourth without moving their thumb. In current pedagogical practice, 

violin students are exposed to a slide above the thumb, but almost never below. 

Therefore, each exercise in the first part contains two aspects; first—to slide upward 

(above the thumb), second—downward (below the thumb). For example, in exercise 1.1a, 

each finger slides into fourth position, then back to the initial third position. In exercise 

1.1b, each finger slides into a third position while the thumb stays in the fourth position 

etc. Likewise, in the first section of the exercises, one would be able to stretch upward 

and downward up to four positions. The scheme, established in 1.1a, 1.1b, 1.1c, and 1.1d 

should be followed throughout the entire first section and throughout the double stop 

section where possible.  

The second part consists of three main sections: preparatory exercises for scales, 

one-octave scales, and arpeggios for each finger. 231 In the preparatory exercises, one 

would learn to slide each finger consecutively, starting with a minimum number of slides 

                                                
231 In each exercise, the thumb should preferably remain in one position. 
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above the initial position of the thumb and below, and gradually increasing toward the 

one-octave scale. In scales and arpeggios, the thumb should remain in one position. 

The third part is designed to shift the initial finger pattern without moving the 

thumb. These exercises would help a violinist to develop extension and elasticity of the 

fingers in executing quick passages without moving the whole arm (“a la trombone”).  

            The fourth part consists of Marsick’s tenth and eleventh exercises from Eureka. In 

these exercises, one is able to slide by thirds through the entire fingerboard without 

shifting the arm. The “crawling” principle should be applied here, where the thumb 

moves while the sliding finger remains still and vice versa. However, the thumb should 

remain fixed as long as possible.  

           The fifth part contains two-octave arpeggios and chromatic scales with each 

finger. The thumb preferably should stay in one position. In a slow tempo, the bowing 

could be split; however, as one develops proficiency, the original bowing should be 

applied.   

            The sixth part includes an etude from Marsick’s Eureka. This etude consists of 

slides in various intervals through all positions without shifting the arm. The fingers and 

the thumb should function as described in the fourth part.  

           The seventh part is designed to obtain elasticity in double stops. After mastering 

glissando and portamento with each finger separately, one may proceed to the double 

stops, applying the same sliding technique. The seventh part consists of double stops 

including thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, octaves, tenth, and unisons. The scheme of this 

part reflects the principles of the first part.  
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            To achieve maximum results from these exercises one should follow and apply all 

the principles discussed in this chapter. The exercises should be practiced in two phases. 

First, one should concentrate on a correct mechanism (elasticity, smoothness, 

independence of each finger from the thumb etc.); secondly, one should practice them 

with expression (using vibrato), as if performing an excerpt from Brahms’ violin 

concerto. Obtaining richness of tone in slides is the most valuable aspect of these 

exercises. Sliding the finger on one’s finger pad, not the tip, would help the violinist carry 

the tone from one note to another with equal energy, intensity, and fullness. Practicing 

without vibrato would help to concentrate on the quality of slides; then, by applying 

vibrato, one would be able to add expression and maintain the elasticity of each finger 

with strong pressure.  

A balanced combination of all these principles, revealed by Marsick, Ricci, 

Menuhin, and Schmieder, would help violinist gain the left-hand technique of the “old, 

bel canto school.” This approach will improve performing the violin in general, and help 

avoid various obstacles in executing passages.    
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Portamento Exercises
Vladimir Dyo                      

Violin

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4 4--4 3--3

2--2 1--1

1--1

2--2 3--3 4--4

4--4 3--3 2--2 1--1

1a

1b

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

1--1

4--4 3--3 2--2 1--1

1c

1d
1-1 2-2 3-3 4-4 1-1

4-4 3-3 2-2 1-1

4-4

I
(Do not move the thumb, practice with full tone (1) slowly, then (2) faster.)On D string
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2

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4 4--4 3--3

2--2 1--1 1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

1--1 2--2
3--3 4--4

1-1 2-2
3-3 4-4 1-1

On A string
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3

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

1--1
2--2 3--3 4--4

1-1 2-2 3-3 4-4

1-1

4-4 3-3 2-2 1-1

1-1 2-2 3-3 4-4

4-4 3-3 2-2 1-1
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4

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

1-1 2-2 3-3 4-4

4-4 3-3 2-2 1-1

1-1 2-2 3-3 4-4

4-4 3-3 2-2 1-1

On D string
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5

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

4--4 3--3 2--2 1--1

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

4--4 3--3
2--2 1--1
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6

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4
1--1 2--2

3--3 4--4 1--1 2--2 3--3
4--4 1--1 1--1 2--2

3--3
4--4 1--1

etc.

etc. 1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4

1--1 2--2 3--3 4--4 1--1
2--2 3--3 4--4

1--1 etc. 1--1
2--2 3--3 4--4 1--1 etc. 1--1 1--1

1--1 1--1
1--1 1--1 1--1 1--1

1--1 1--1 1--1 1--1

etc. etc. etc. etc.

etc. etc. 1--1 1--1

1--1 1--1 1--1 1--1 1--1 1--1etc. etc. etc. etc.

2--2

2--2 2--2

2--2 2--2
2--2 2--2

2--2 2--2

2--2 2--2
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3 3 3 3            3 3 3 3            3 3

3 3

           
3 3

3 3

           
3 3 3 3

     
3 3 3 3

           
3 3 3 3

           
3 3 3 3

           
3 3 3 3

        
3 3 3 3

    
3 3 3 3


3 3 3 3


3 3 3 3


3 3

3 3


3 3 3 3

      
3 3

             
3 3 3 3      3 3 3 3    3 3

3 3    3 3

3 3


3 3 3 3

 
3 3 3 3

       
3 3 3 3

           
3 3 3 3

          
3 3 3 3

   
3 3 3 3

7

1--1 1--1 1--1 1--1etc. etc.
1--1 1--1

1--1 1--1 1--1 1--1
1--1 1--1

1----1 1----1 1----1 1----1

II

1 -------------- 2 ------------- 3 ------------- 4 -------------

etc.

4 ------------- 3 ------------- 2 ------------- 1 -------------

etc.

1 --------------

4 -------------

1 -------------- 2 ------------- etc.

4 ------------- 3 -------------

2--2 2--2
2--2 2--2

2--2 2--2 2--2 2--2
2--2 2--2

2---2 2---2
2---2 2---2

(Do not move the thumb)
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3 3

3 3


3 3

3 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3         
3 3 3 3

      
3 3

                         
3 3

       
3 3

       
3 3

       3
3

                            3
3        3

3

       3
3        3

3

                                                       

                                                           

                                         

                                             

                                                 

8

(Continue)

1-------------------------- 2-------------------------- 2-------------------------- 3--------------------------

3-------------------------- 4-------------------------- 4-------------------------- 1--------------------------

(Continue)

1----------------------------- 2----------------------------- 2-----------------------------

3-----------------------------

3----------------------------- 4----------------------------- 4----------------------------- 1-----------------------------

1-------------------------------------------------------        2 2-------------------------------------------------------        2

2-------------------------------------------------------    3
3-------------------------------------------------------    3

3-------------------------------------------------------   4
4-------------------------------------------------------  4

Sul D
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9

4-------------------------------------------------------    1 1-------------------------------------------------------    2

(Continue)

1-------------------------------------------------               2 2-------------------------------------------------               2

2-------------------------------------------------            3 3-------------------------------------------------          3

3-------------------------------------------------        4 4-------------------------------------------------         4

4-------------------------------------------------           1 1-------------------------------------------------           2

(Continue on each string)

1------1       3-----3          4       3-------3      1---------1----------1 1------1       3-----3          4       3-------3      1---------1----------1

1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1------- 1-----------1 1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1

1------1      3-------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1 1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1

Sul G

Sul D

Sul G

Sul D
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10

1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1 1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1

1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1 1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1

1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1 1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1

1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1 1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1

1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1 1------1      3------3          4       3------3        1-------  1----------1

Sul A

Sul E

1------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2------------------------------------------------------------------------

3------------------------------------------------------------------------

4------------------------------------------------------------------------

1------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sul G

Sul D
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11

Sul A

3------------------------------------------------------------------------ 4------------------------------------------------------------------------

1------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2------------------------------------------------------------------------

3------------------------------------------------------------------------ 4------------------------------------------------------------------------

1------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sul E

2------------------------------------------------------------------------

3------------------------------------------------------------------------ 4------------------------------------------------------------------------

III

1--1 2--2 3---3 4--4

1--1 1----1 2--2 2--2 3-3 3-3 4-4 4-4

4
1---1---1 2---2 3--3 4--42---2 3--3 4--4

(Do not move the thumb)
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12

1---1 1---1 2---2 2---2 3---3 3---3 4--4--4

1--1--1 2--2 2--2 3--3 3--3

4--4 4--4

1---1 1---1
2---2 2---2 3---3 3---3

4---4---4

4
1--1--1 2---2 2---2 3---3 3---3

4---4
4---4

IV
Marsick, "Eureka." 10th & 11th exercise 

1-----  3-----     1----- 3------    1-----  3---------------- 1------    3------ 1------    3----- 1------ 2-----  4-----     2----- 4------    2-----  4---------------- 2------    4------ 2------    4----- 2------

3-----  1-----     3----- 1------    3-----  1---------------- 3------    1------ 3------    1----- 3------ 4-----  2-----     4----- 2------    4-----  2---------------- 4------    2------ 4------    2----- 4------

3-----  1-----     3----- 1------    3-----  1---------------- 3------    1------ 3------    1----- 3------ 4-----  2-----     4----- 2------    4-----  2---------------- 4------    2------ 4------    2----- 4------

3-----  1-----     3----- 1------    3-----  1---------------- 3------    1------ 3------    1----- 3------ 4-----  2-----     4----- 2------    4-----  2---------------- 4------    2------ 4------    2----- 4------

E---- A----------  D----------  G------------ D----------- A------------ E----------- A----------- D----------- G-----------  D----------- A-----------  E-----------  

E-----------  A----------  D-------------------------- A-----------  E----------- E----------- A----------- D-------------------------   A----------- E-------------    

E-----------  A----------  D-------------------------- A-----------  E----------- E-----------  A----------- D------------------------- A-----------  E-------------    

(Move the thumb when necessary before or after, but not during slides)
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13

3-----  1-----     3----- 1------    3-----  1---------------- 3------    1------ 3------    1----- 3------ 2-----  4-----     2----- 4------    2-----  4---------------- 2------    4------ 2------    4----- 2------

1---------     3----------       1---------    3-----------     1-----------  3---------------------------  1------------      3----------  1-----------       3----------  1------------------

E-----------  A----------  D-------------------------- A-----------  E----------- E--- A----------- D----------- G-----------  D----------- A-----------  E-----    

E-------  A--------------------  D--------------------  G--------------------  D--------------------  A--------------------   E-------

1----------------
3--------------

G---------------------------- D----------------------------

A---------------------------- E----------------------------------------------------------------

A-------------------------

D----------------------- G--------------------------------------------------- D----------------------

A------------------------

E---------------------------------------------------------

A-------------------------
D----------------------

G-----------------------

1----------------

3---------------- 1---------------- 3---------------- 1---------------- 3---------------- 3----------------

1----------------

3------------- 1--------------- 3----------------

1------------ 3----------- 1------------- 2------------
4------------

2------------ 4------------ 2------------ 4------------

2------------ 3------------ 3------------ 2------------
4------------ 2------------ 4------------

2------------ 4------------

2------------

V

1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sul G

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(Do not move the thumb as long as possible)
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Sul G

2--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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4----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sul G

1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sul D

3---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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16

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VI
Marsick. Etude from "Eureka" 

sul G------------------------------------------------------

1---
4-- 3--

2-- 1--
4-- 3--

2-- 1--
4--

D-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

D--------

2 4--- 2 4--- 2--
4--- 2--- 1---4-----3----2--- 1---4-----3---2---

1---4--

A--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 4-----2     4-----2---4----2--- 1---4----3----2 1---4--- 3----2
1---4---

2 4----2

E--------------- A----

A--------------------------------------------------

4----2---------  4----

1---4-----3----2---- 1---4-----3----2----

E--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1----2----4------2----  4----3---4-----3----   4-----3---4---3---   4----3-----2----1---

A-----------
D---G-- D--------------------------------------------------------------

4-------1-----2----3---
4-----3---    4-----3---4-----3---

1---3------

4---2--
4--

2---

G-----------------------------------------------

G--------

1---
4-- 3--

2-- 1---
4-- 3--

2--

1--
4--

D-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 4----2 4-----2--- 1---4-----3----2---
4----2---

1---4-----3----2--- 1---4---

A----------------------------------

2 4-----2   4-----2---4----2---

A--------------

3----4----2--3---

D----------G----- D--------------------------------A-------
E------------------------ A--

D--G----------------------

4--- 
3--

4---2 3

4----3--
2---1-- 2--4--

1---4-- 1----3---2---4---- 1----2---
3--4--- 1--

4-- 3--
2--

1--4----3---2--
1--4----3---2--

D----------------
A----------------

E-----------------

1----3---2---4----

A-- D------ G--------------------------------------------------------

3---4-- 3-- 4--

4--1--  4--1---    3--------------------------------

(Do not move the thumb)
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17
VII

Double stops

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                                3

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                                  3

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                               3

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2                                                                                                                                2

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2                                                                                                                                2

Do not move the thumb.
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18
1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2                                                                                                                                2

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                                3

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                                3

2-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                                 3

3----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   3---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

3----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   3---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

3----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   3---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4
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19

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                                3

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                                3

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3                                                                                                                               3

2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4                                                                                                                                4
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20

1-------------- 2-------------- 3-------------- 4-------------- 3-------------- 2-------------- 1--------------

1-------------- 2-------------- 3-------------- 4-------------- 3-------------- 2-------------- 1--------------

1-------------- 2-------------- 3-------------- 4-------------- 3-------------- 2-------------- 1--------------

1-------------- 2-------------- 3-------------- 4-------------- 3-------------- 2-------------- 1--------------

1--------------------------
2--------------------------

2--------------------------
3--------------------------

3--------------------------
4--------------------------

2--------------------------
3--------------------------

1--------------------------
2--------------------------

1--------------------------
2--------------------------

2--------------------------
3--------------------------

3--------------------------
4--------------------------

2--------------------------
3--------------------------

1--------------------------
2--------------------------

1--------------------------
2--------------------------

2--------------------------
3--------------------------

3--------------------------
4--------------------------

2--------------------------
3--------------------------

1--------------------------
2--------------------------

1--------------------------
2--------------------------

2--------------------------
3--------------------------

3--------------------------
4--------------------------

2--------------------------
3--------------------------

1--------------------------
2--------------------------
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21

1--------------------
2--------------------

2--------------------
3--------------------

(continue)
(continue)

(etc.)

(continue)

3--------------------
4--------------------

1--------------------
2--------------------

2--------------------
3--------------------

3--------------------
4--------------------

1--------------------
2--------------------

2--------------------
3--------------------

3--------------------
4--------------------

2--------------------
3--------------------

1--------------------
2-------------------- 3--------------------

4--------------------
2--------------------
3--------------------

1--------------------
2--------------------

3--------------------
4--------------------

2--------------------
3--------------------

1--------------------
2--------------------

1--------------------
2--------------------

2--------------------
3--------------------

1--------------------
2--------------------

2--------------------
3-------------------- 1--------------------

2--------------------

2--------------------
3--------------------

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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In the following two vocalises from the 24 Vocalises for Soprano or Mezzo-

Soprano, op.2 by Mathilde Marchesi (example 5.1), the violinist should apply “bel canto” 

fingerings 232 acquired in the portamento exercises; (1) using one (each) finger as long as 

possible, and (2) altering fingerings as needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
232 Using the same finger on more than two notes in consecutive order. 
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Example 5.1. M. Marchesi, Twenty-Four Vocalises for Soprano or Mezzo-Soprano, Op.2. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The Application of Bel Canto Principles Based on Jascha Heifetz’s Performance of 
“Songs Without Words.” Op.19, No.1 by Felix Mendelssohn 

 

 I would like to conclude this monograph by illustrating how one could apply bel 

canto principles in practice and internalize the ideas and principles discussed in this 

monograph through an actual sound and notated example based on the performance of 

Jascha Heifetz. 

Heifetz’s manner of playing directly reflects the bel canto principles discussed in 

this monograph. Therefore, I have extracted bowings, fingerings, approximate dynamics, 

and tonal shading from his video recording of Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without Words” 

op. 19, no. 1 to demonstrate what he actually does to achieve bel canto results.  One is 

encouraged to accompany this study with Heifetz’s video recording. 233  

            To emulate bel canto playing one would need to experiment with a combination 

of eight elements to acquire a desired tonal quality. The four elements of bowing include 

(1) stronger pressure, (2) lesser pressure, (3) faster speed, (4) slower speed; the four 

elements of vibrato include (5) wider vibrato, (6) narrower vibrato, (7) faster vibrato, and 

(8) slower vibrato. For richer tone, the bow should stay closer to the bridge, but for softer 

tone closer to the fingerboard. One may also experiment using various amounts of bow-

hair.  

 

                                                
233 “Heifetz Sweet Remembrance,”  [n.d.] accessed March 22, 2012, YouTube, 

www.youtube.com, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cr277oClj4A 
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            In each portamento one should press the finger stronger, filling the space between 

two notes with rich tone and stiffness-free vibrato. Each portamento should reflect the 

particular emotional state that the composer wished to express. This may be achieved 

through a combination of varied speeds of each slide and various kinds of vibrato. The 

slide might be either slow or fast, accelerated or decelerated, or a combination of each. A 

change in bow pressure and speed will contribute toward different tonal shadings in 

portamento, and if necessary, reduce undesirable sound. The messa di voce sign [< >] 

indicates Heifetz’s tonal shading. Through Heifetz’s application of bel canto principles, 

one can realize how these principles could be applied in other compositions and enrich 

one’s performance. 

 An array of essential components such as variety in vibrato, portamento, and bow 

pressure and speed supply the violinist with the necessary means to create beautiful 

music through beautiful singing. Vibrato and portamento are paints, and the bow is the 

brush in the hands of the true artist. 
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Sweet Remembrance
Op.19, No. 1.

F. Mendelssohn - J. Heifetz

Violin

2nd time

2 3 2 4

3

1 2

2 3
3-----------3 4

1
4

2

3
2nd time

2------2

portamento

portamento

2
3 2

1
3--------3

portamento

3-------3-------3
portamento

2nd time

2

3---------3
portamento

1 2
1----1

portamento

2

---2

on A string

3

1---1 4---4

3

4

on A string------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1

3 2 1

3---------3

4

portamento

2-------2 3-----3
portamento portamento

1-----1
portamento

1 23

----1--------------------1
portamento

1-------

3------------3

portamento
3----------3 2

portamento

3

1 3---3
portamento

1 2 1 3---3

portamento

1 2 4 3-------3
portamento

2------2

portamento

1 2 3

portamento

on D string--------------------------------------

Andante con moto
singing

messa di voce

messa di voce

cresc.

messa di voce

messa di voce

messa di voce
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    37             


             

    42                 

    47

        


2

2----------2
1---1 3 2

3 2------2
3---------3-------3

portamento
portamento

portamento

portamento

2
1

3----3------3
portamento

1 3 2----2

3----3

portamento
portamento

2-------------2
portamento

1--------------1
portamento

1 3--------3-------3
portamento

2-----------2

portamento

2

1 3------3 4 2

on G string-----------------------------------------------------------

portamento

dim.
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